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As in the hollow breaſt of Appenine, | | 

Beneath the ſhelter of encircling hills, 4 

A myrtle riſes far from human eye, | 
And breathes its balmy fragrance o'er the wild ; 2 
So flouriſh'd blooming and unſeen by all 

The lovely Roſalie. | 
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ADDRESS 

To THE 

"PUBLIC: 

Cons NED. to the benignant ſmile 

or capricious frown of a diſintereſted 

public, theſe humble pages are preſented 

as the genuine dictates of the moment 

of imagination, unbiaſſed by the afliſt= 

| ance of compilation to frame their fable, 
or veil its imperfections ; traced by the 

pen of juvenility, and ſacred alone ta the 5 

inſpiration of compaſſion that excited 

the 



ADDRESS. 

the idea of attempting a ſimple tale free 

from the corruption of guile, for the 
ſole endeavour of railing a trivial ſum for 

the benefit of a diſtreſſed Orphan, de- 

prived of the bleſſing of ſight, and there- 

by rendered incapable of maintaining 

herſelf, conſequently dependant on the 

humanity of thoſe whom Heaven has 

deigned to crown with affluence, and in- 

ſpired their hearts with liberality to re- 

lieve the child of ſorrow. 

uater the anſpices of a generous 

public ſhould this humble attempt meet 

- a favorable. reception, the juvenile "A as. 

thareſs can alone iinpute its ſucceſs to 

theit benevolence, and trembläng at the 
efitic's glance of deprecation, confoles 

eel with the hope _ reflection 

F 
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will whiſper the unfeigned reality of its 
deſign, and the tear of pity fall on its 

errors, while the ſoul of ſenſibility will 

_ anticipate the tortures of ſuſpence for its 

fate under ſuchintereſting circ umſtances. 

Conſcious deference ſhrinking like the 

tender ſenſative, droops with fear, and 

the ſunſhine of approbation can alone 

revive it ; but if blighted by the breath 

of cenſure, alas! the ſtorm that levels 

the fancy-nurſed embryo will deſolate 

all future bloom. Relying on the hu- 
manity of an encouraging public, the 

orphan's devoted prayer ſhall riſe to hea- 

ven as the grateful incenſe of a heart 

overflowing with the effuſion of ſenſi- 

bility, indebted to their generoſity, and 

amply recompenced by their lenient ap- 

| probation 
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probation, the honeſt gleam of gratitude 

ADDRESS. 

will ever glow in the heart of their 

Moſt obliged humble Servant, 

THE AUTHORESS., 
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' UGUSTUS TANKERVILEE, | 
Marquis of Sevigne, was a native of 

Switzerland, the laſt deſcendant of an ancient 
and noble family, who on the deceaſe of his 

| Marchioneſs, came over to refide in England, 
in order to try if by changing the ſcene he 
vor. 1. B could 
. 2 
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2 MYSTIC COTTAGER, 

could divert the melancholy which was his 
inſeparable companion, in the ſouthern clime. 

The Dowager Lady Mentoria, his aunt, 

who, was fondly endeared to him during the 

whole courſe of his life, determined to ac- 

company him and his charming offspring ; 
the eldeſt of whom, a ſon, had very lately 

taken the title of St. I.ayrens, and the Ladies, 

Adela and Louiſa, were then in their ſeven- 
teenth and eighteenth years, Charming ac- 

compliſhed women, who had improved an 

elegant education by a refined underſtanding, 
moulded to every impreſſion of virtue and 
genius; in ſhort it was an. arduous deciſion 

to adjudge the prize of beauty or ſenſibility 

to one in preference to the other. 

Lady Adela was tall, and of exquiſite pro- 
portion, and her complexion beautifully tran- 
ſparent; and the roſeat bloom of health diffuſed 
its beauties on her cheek, her profuſe hair of 

the paleſt brown, and the benignant ſoftneſs 

( * 1. o 
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that beamed from her fine blue eyes, gave 
her the — of a celeſtial divinity. 

#8 Lady Lois was rather 12 than her 

ſiſter, yet ſufficiently tall to be a gracefully 
elegant figure. Her hair was auburn, and 

ſported in the fantaſtic luxuriance of nature 
on a boſom and ſhoulders of the fineſt form; 
her complexion clear, her teeth beautifully 
white and regular, and a thouſand dimples 

played round her coral lips; her eyes were 
dark and expreſſive, yet tempered with inef= 
fable ſweetneſs; her voite exquiſitely melo- 
dious, and her genius lively and expanded; 
of the French and Italian languages ſhe was 

perfect miſtreſs; the ſcience of muſic was her 

chief delight, and ſhe touched the piano and 
harp to perfection; in the dance ſhe was the 

ſprightly ærial of the ſcene, where her inimi- 
table attitude and . ere era be- 
holder. 

a Adela with a conſtitution more deli- 

Cate, lad never ſtudied to excel in that ae- 
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4 - MYSTIC COTTAGER.. 

compliſhment, yetſhe joined the feſtive group, 

with a peculiar degree of graceful eaſe, but 
her principal perfection conſiſted in copying 
minutely elegant drawings, from the choiceſt 
collections of the moſt eminent proficients, 
add to which her natural taſte, and the pic- 

tureſque views that bounded the confines of 
the caſtle, gave unlimited ſcope to the pro- 

lific and accurate traces of her animated 
crayon. | 

a 

Her 8 hs Lord Edwin St. 

Laurens, poſſeſſed a noble ſpirit, a generous 
expanſion of ſoul, and an underſtanding chaſte 
and refined, while liberality, gratitude, and 

generoſity were the aſpiring virtues of his 

heart. He was nw juſt of age, and was pre- 
paring to make an excurſion through Swit- 

zerland, and explore the beauties of that 
country, before he undertook his trip to India, 

accompanied by his juvenile friend, the Che- 

valier D'Aubigné, then at Paris, and with 

whom he intended paſſing ſome weeks before 
his return; Ladies Adela and Louiſa reluct- 

_ antly 
— 
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antly parted with their brother, accompanied f 
only by his faithful valet Carlos, who ear- 

neſtly entreated to attend his maſter, for 

there, ſighed he, in a romantic cottage, on 

the mountains dwells my ſweet little Mar- 
cella, and if you will indulge me, honored 
Sir, in this requeſt, my life and ſervices ſhall 
be ever devoted in gratitude.” 'A manly 
tear was haſtily bruſhed away, and Lord Ed- 

win's acquieſcent ſmile ſealed his hopes. 

The morning of departure arrived, and 
the Marquis embracing his ſon, bid him write 
often, and never forget he had left a parent 
in England, anxious for the welfare of a dear 

| loved child, the pride 1 glory of his ** 
clining Foun. 

Lord Edwin preſſed his hand, uttered an 
affectionate avowal of obedience, and ten- 

derly faluting his mee IG: GI from 
the men - : 

„ 5 il * 
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'The faithful Carlos, all gratitude for the 

favor of attending his maſter, redoubled his 
aſſiduity on every occaſion. Carlos, though 
the ſon of a Swiſs peaſant, poſſeſſed great 
natural abilities, and had been inſtructed in 
the early part of life in many neceflary ac- 

compliſhments, to fulfil the duties of his pre- 
ſent ſtation, by a gentleman reſiding in Savoy, 

who had recommended him to the patronage 

of Lord Edwin about two years ſince, poſſeſſing 
great good nature and a naturally lively diſ- 
poſition; Lord Edwin would often wonder at 
the viſible gloom that ſometimes overſpread 

his countenance, in ſpite of every endeavour 
to conceal it, but ſince the name of Marcella 
had eſcaped his lips, he was all life, all hap- 
pineſs, and merrily paſſed the hours with due 
difference and diſtinction to his noble maſter, 

who was now at no loſs to guels the cauſe 

of his ſuſpicions. 

About the ſecond week they arrived at the 
I cot of the mountain, on whoſe ſummit the well 
known cottage of Marcella's parents reared its 
* . humble 
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humble ſhelter; Carlos ſwiftly darting to the 
door, peeped through the caſement, and 
gently tapped, inſtantly the latch was drawn 
and Marcella flew to the arms of Carlos. 
Lord Edwin ſeated at a diſtance on an im- 
pending jut of the craggy ſteep, beheld wich 
delight the faithful and ſincere raptures of 

ttheſe artleſs lovers. Marcella was a pretty 
little figure, habited in a pale brown ſtuff jac- 
ker, with a ſhort blue petticoat, that diſplayed 
one of the prettieft legs and yellow ſltppers 
in Savoy; her dark ringlets were confined 
by a blue ſilk net, through the folds of which 
many ſportive curls wantoned o'er her po- 
liſhed forehead, a ſmall handkerchief of lawa 
ſhaded her boſom, and on her arm was ſui- 

pended a baſket of luxuriant grapes juſt ga- 
thered from the vineyard behind the cottage. 

After the moment of ſurpriſe was over, 
ſhe advanced with Carlos towards Lord 
Edwin, and modeſtly offering the produce of 

ber baſket, entreated his Lordſhip to walk 
in and take ſheker from the meridian ſun- 

B 4. beams, 
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8 MYSTIC COTTAGER, - 

beams, as the day was growing ſultry. A 
cluſter of the purple vintage was as grate- 
fully accepted as beſtowed, but the viſit to 

the cottage was declined ; Lord Edwin in fact 
did not mean to intrude on the worthy in- 

mates, but wiſhed to ſtroll and amuſe himſelf 

for half an hour, he then promiſed Carlos he 
ſhould return in three days and paſs a week 

with theſe happy mountaineers, while he paid 
a viſit to a family about thirty miles diſtant. 
Marcella's eyes glowing with delight ſeemed 
to thank him, and Carlos, filed with admi- 

ration of his kindneſs, bowed his grateful ac- 

knowledgments 'of the favor conferred with, 
ſeoo much real condeſcenſion. 

Lord n kept his W of eg 
the enraptured Carlos, but his departure 

mightily pleaſed him, the poor fellow had 
ariſen by day break, and at five he crept 
down ſtairs to wake the ſervants, and ſaddle 
his mule, which he faſtened to the back gate, 
and entering the hall was met by Lord Edwin, 
Wo, tempted by the beauty of the morning, 

had we 4 
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had aroſe to give him ſome orders forgot the 
preceding evening. * Are youalready equip- 
ped, Carlos?” «© Yes, my Lord, I ſhallnow 

be off in five minutes,” anſwered he, very 
deliberately, tying up his little bundle of linen, 
in which he had actually packed one boot: 

Lord. Edwin obſerved the circumſtance, and 
ſtifled his riſibility till the package was com- 
pletely finiſhed, and the poor fellow half crazy 
with delight, and his every thought employed 
in anticipating the joyful meeting, begging to 

know if his Lordſhip had any farther com- 

mands ; being anfwered in the negative, in- 

ſtantly made his reſpectful obeiſance and 
mounted his mule. 

« Stop, Carlos,” cried Lord Edwin, * do 
they uſually traveb here with one boot ?” — 

Carlos inſtantly caſt his eyes on his right leg, 
and beheld it only equipped with a ſtocking 
and ſlipper: Tis very true, my Lord,” 
anſwered he, © but heaven knows where I 

have left it,” „ Why, if you ſhould have 

occaſion to make uſe of it,” rejoined Lord 
F B 5 * 



Edwin, © only untie your bundle and you'll 
find it carefully wedged in. Carlos inſtantly 
laid his hand on the handkerchief and to his 
great confuſion felt the truth of his convic- 
tion; Bleſs my heart,” cried he, twitching 

the knot, © *twas Walter's fault, for he was 
aſking me fo many queſtions about Marcella 

all the time, that I could attend to nothing 
but the pleaſure of gratifying his inquiries.” 
Lord Edwin enjoyed a hearty laugh at the 

buſtle that detained the anxious traveller, 

who had not even waited to ſwallow a mor- 
fel of breakfaſt, but a few moments com- 

| pleted the arrangements, and once more 

0 mounting he galloped off and was out of | 
light in an inftant. f 

Iime did not hobb'e on crutches with 
ih Carlos and Marcella, and at the appointed 

| | time he returned, delighted with the promiſe 

| | of again paſling her cottage to bid adieu, in 
his way to England. FE. | 

4 
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CHAP. 11, 

ORD EDWIN's tour again commenced 
and he determined viſiting the Vale'of 

Chamouny, he therefore hired a guide and 
bent his courſe to that beautifully romantic 
ſcene. Here he reſted to contemplate the 
roſeate tints of morn interſperſed with golden 

| fluids, reflecting its glowing beam on the 
ſummit of the mountains: A murmuring caſ- 
cade broke the folemn filence that reigned 
around; the dulcet notes of a ſhepherd's pipe 

| waſted on the boſom of the breeze ſounded 
from the valley ; here a huge cliff bent its 

| 1 lowering 
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lowering brow majeſtically grand; there 
one more fertilized exhibited the traces of 
the plougk, on its rugged ſides, while bloom- 
ing wild weeds luxuriantly hung in waving 

wreaths from innumerable impending pro- 

jections of rock; many beautiful vagrant rills 

gently ſtole thro'- various crevices, while ſome 

impeded in their courſe by rude fragments of 
ſtone impetuouſly broke a paſſage and pre- 
|| Cipitated the ſparkling foam down a tremen- 

duous declivity till it pauſed in the mazy 

windings of a gentle ſtream. 
* 

( Ho ſublimely beautiful is this wild lux- 
uriance of prolific nature, exclaimed the 

ce enraptured ſpectator. The ſun was riſing to 
i animate each piftureſque beauty, but the. 
| heat was great; Let us deſcend the moun- 
© tain,” faid Lord Edwin, © I am very thirſty, 

and perhaps at thoſe diſtant cottages I could. 

procure a draught of milk.” Aye plenty, 

your honor, replied the guide, “ if you will. 
i condeſcend to accept ſome at the cottage of 
i Reuben and Giraldine Deſmoulines, where 
$14 . the 
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the ſweet girls will be up, and can ſupply 
your honor with an excellent breakfaſt, for 
I am always welcome as a prince, and any 
company I conduct are ſhewn the greateſt 
reſpect.” Proceed, faid Lord Edwin, 
<« my curioſity may poſtbly be yet more gra- 
tified. Y 

Slowly * deſcended a winding path ll 
they reached the valley, and here they again 

reſted. On every ſide the towering Glaciers 
reared their ſnow-crowned heads in a thou- 
ſand fantaſtic forms, and proudly contraſted 
their- admirable ſuperiority of magnificence 

with the fertilized mountains beneath, while 

ſcattered on their ſummit and various tracks 

of the acclivity in irregular romantic ſhel- 

terings of the ſteep peeped the white cottages 
of the peaſants; in ſhort, no ſitnation could 

exhibit a ſcene more diverſified and pleaſing; 
here the cye, wandered. fromm one beauty to 

another more enchanting, and when! it em- | 
ed to have ' diſcovered. jr evwg fill .more ſu⸗ 

n view, the lighteſt. glance preſented 
another 
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another if poſſible more inviting and wonder- 
| | fit, apparently raiſed by the power of magic 

to captivate the aſtoniſhed beholder, 

The ſhining bee ſtole from her hive, and 
murmuring through the air was buſily ex- 

tracting from the bloom her liquid ſweet; 
two or three hovels only ſituate in perilous 
apertures of the mountain, had ſuffered de- 
vaſtation by the falling of the ſnow from the 

tremendous heights, where a coagulated maſs 

had lately been driven by the winds, bearing 

in its paſſage mouldering fragments of rock, 
whoſe inevitable direction had cruſhed and 
partly ſmothered the deſolated roofs. Lord 
Edwin ſhuddered, yet the ſpectacle was truly 
grand, for part of the maſs had fallen in dif- 

ferent directions, ſome on the edge of the 
| ſeep, ſome in the meandering rivulet, and 

part reſted on the ruſtic one-railed bridge 
that croſſed 'the ſtream, from whoſe uncooth 
ſtructure ſuſpended innumerable iſieles of 
the moſt curious form; the ærial choriſters 

were their oraiſons, and the inha- 

| bitants 
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bitants of the vale ſeemed the only undelight- 

ed enjoyers of the ſcene, becaule to them it 

_ Exhibited no novelty, conſequently but little 

allurement; the eye of the ſtranger alone be- 

held it with admiration, and the heart of ſen- 

ſibility could alone feel the exquiſite ſenſa- 
tions of delight its contemplation inſpired, 

By the moſt inviting paths, bordered. with 
flowers, ſtrewn by the hand of nature, they 
at length arrived at the cottage ; nothing 

could be more centrically ſituated to com- 

mand the ſurrounding beauties of this magic 
ſpot: The door was open, and a charming 
girl had juſt entered with a lap full of flowers 
to deck her burniſhed caſement, whoſe che- 

quered pane glowed with the . of 
the riſing ſun. A 

ee Ah! Madelon,” ſaid the guide, is 
. dame Giraldine up? Can you furniſh his 
honor with a cup of milk, an oat cake, or a 
glaſs of your excellent mead?” Madelon 
wa a courtely, and bluſhing more beau- * 

tiful 
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tiful than the. roſes ſhe held in her hand, 

modeſtly entreated Lord Edwin to walk in 

and accept their humble fare. Not at all 

diſpleaſed at his guide's perſpicuity in whiſ- 
pering that Madelon was a pretty girl, he 
conte mplated, as he walked by her ſide, the 

ſweet ſimplicity of her regular features, which 
though they could not be deemed handſome 

yet an indiſcribable ſomething in her modeſt 

ſmile told you her boſom was the receſs of 

tranquillity, the manſion of peace. 

She then led him to a neat apartment, where 

a ſecond female was merrily turning the ſpin- 

ning wheel, and ſweetly ſinging ſome rural 
ballad, but the moment Lord Edwin entered 

the ſong ceaſed, and the wheel was ſtopped, 

while the enchanting countenance of the in- 
duſtrious peaſant preſenting him her chair 

with a graceful curtſey, made him ſtart with 
aſtoniſhment, her ſtraw hat, which hung on 
the back of it was inſtantly tied on, and mo- 
deſtly intended to ſhade the deranged plaits 
of a neat lawn cap, which contined part of 

| her 
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her luxuriant light treſſes, while a few ſtrag- 
gling ringlets played on her lovely face; her 
ſparkling blue eyes beamed the very ſoul of 
ſenſibility through the ſhades” of the fineſt 
dark eye laſhes, that reſembled fringe of the 

moſt beautiful gloſs and texture, and the ex- 
quiſitely traced arches of the ſame colour, 
penciled by the hand of nature, added a ſtill 

ſuperior elegance to her features; her dreſs 
was {imple yet the. very model of neatneſs, 

and while Lord Edwin gazed with rapture, 
his fancy compared her to a flower of ex- 

quiſite beauty and delicacy, reared in an un- 
cultivated ſoil: by the hand of providence, 
blooming in the ſhades of obſcurity. a 

Entranced by the delightful contemplation, 
he was rouſed from his reverie by the voice 

of his guide, addreſſing a pretty little girl 
about twelve years old, who was tenderly 
gazing on a nett of young birds ſhe humanely | 

was endeayouring to feed. In tears my little 
Joſephine, reiterated he. © What have you 
Vie: ſweet cottager,” aſked Lord Edwin, 

PE eping 
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peeping over her ſhoulder, © that cauſes that 
dompaſſionate tear? | 

«A neſt of unfledged birds, your bene 
replied ſhe, wiping off the chryſtal pendant 
on the back of her worſted mitten, © I bought 
them this morning of three cruel boys, whe 

were going to torment them; I had but one 
florin which they gladly took, ſo I popped 
them into my apron and tying up the bundle 
of faggots I had been to pick up, placed 
them on my head, and come home pretty 
well loaded; but what vexes me moſt is they 
wont eat, and I can't help ſhedding a 2 tear _ 
ſeem 0 FL E: ; 0 

Well, thought Lord Edwin, what pede⸗ 
tion ſhall I next diſcover in this enviable vale; 
already have I been enchanted with the beau- 

ties of nature, and the aſpiring virtues of ge- 

nerofity and humanity have juſt preſented 

themſelves to complete the picture. | 

tg 
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In one corner ſat a pleaſing looking wo- 
man about fiſty, mending a net, who, with 
the utmoſt cordiality begged his honor would 

partake their humble breakfaſt; Ruben will 

ſoon be home with the milk, ſaid ſhe, and 
Madelon ſhall yo the table in a minute.“ 

WP who was lolling 11 Penſeroſo over 

the back of his mule at the door, happened 
to? addreſs his maſter by the title of my Lord, 
and the ear of dame Giraldine catching the 
ſound, ſhe ſtarted from her ſeat, and whiſper- 
ing Roſalie, ſhe inſtantly tripped up ſtairs 
and brought down an old faſhioned high- 
backed chair, with a vellow ſtuff cuſhion, 

& Your Lordſhip,” faid the ſweetly bluſhing 
maid, ** unuſed to fo hard a feat, will do us 

the honor to accept this as much eaſier.” 

Lord Edwin ſmiled, and to prevent apo- 
logies inſtantly exchanged, and drew near the 
table, which was expeditiouſly ſpread with 
grapes, hard eggs, cream cheeſe, a piece of 

with 
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with a bottle of mead and ſome delicate whey, 
the milk only was wanting to complete : the 
dejune, which was brought in a few minutes, 
frothed, 1n a large pitcher, borne by the ve- 

nerable cottager, whoſe arrival was announced 
by the careſſes of a little lame Chamois,* who 

left his ſtraw baſket and limped out to welcome 

his return: Twas Roſalie's Chamois, ſhe had 
found it almoſt famiſhed and expiring with 
a fractured leg on the mountains about a 
twelvemonth ſince, and it had been from that 
time her favorite coſſet, partially grateful to 
herſelf and Reuben, but ſcarce ever noticed 

the reſt of the family. 

Roden, who e end, Te 
Edwin's chair reluctantly, took his ſeat at the 
earneſt ſolicitation of his noble gueſt, though 

he would much rather have kept his ſtation 

in the rear. This breakfaſt is to me ſu- 

perior to the moſt ſumptuous treat!” ſaid 
Lord Edwin, * and the pleaſure of memory 
will often retrace, with the higheſt ſatisfaction, 

the delight I have experienced i in the ſociety 
of 

* Mountain Goat, 

es. ah | WO 
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of this hoſpitable family; yes, Deſmoulines, 

I e envy your allotted portion of happi- 
neſs,” 

Roſilie probably attending more to the 
energy of this eloquent addreſs, and adoring 
the condeſcenſion of the illuſtrious ſpeaker, 

than paying attention to what ſhe was about, 
forgot the ſharpneſs of the knife ſhe was 
uſing, and her negligent hand ſlipping, the 
pointed ſteel made an inciſion in her left arm, 
from whence the blood iſſued faſt, and Lord 

Edwin alarmed at the accident, haſtily ſnatch- 
ed his handkerchief from his pocket, and 
bound round the wound. This mark of polite- 
neſs ſuffuſed a bluſh on the cheek of Roſalie, 
her heart palpitated ſhe knew not why, and 
the pain had inſtantly vaniſhed, fince the 
application of the magic handkerchief, while 
ſhe timidly apologized, and hoped he would 
give her leave to keep it till his return 
through the vale, when it ſhould be properly : 

' waſhed and carefully reftoved,?;.. ..-'- 

Lord 
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Lord Edwin, who did not want perſpicuity 
to diſcover the reality of this little ſtrata - 
gem, replied, he thought he ſhould alter his 
route, and not paſs the vale on his return. 

„Ah! then,” replied Roſalie with filtering 
voice, while the roſe vaniſhed from her cheek, 

cc we ſhall never ſee you again, and this de- 
licate handkerchief muſt be waſhed thraugh 
while you ſtay.” Lord Edwin was now con- 
vinced of the reality of his ideas; he had ob- 

ſerved her fine eyes earneſtly fixed on his; 

unknowing the magic influence their luſtre 

beamed—and gently taking her hand, © don't 

trouble yourſelf about ſuch a trifle,” ſaid he, 
ce keep it till I call again, tis very probable 

J may return in the courſe of a fortnight, and 
if the pain of your arm will permit you to 
enjoy a walk, you and your ſiſters ſhall be 

the directreſſes of my footſteps to explore the 
farther beauties of this charming elyſium : 
Lead on then, ſweet girls, and give me proof 

of your taſte in . different views you each 
ſhall point out.“ 

Roſalie's 

a. 

4 
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Roſalie's heart leaped with delight, and 
** hats and mittens were on in an inſtant. 

Reuben led the way, and Madelon ſoon ar- 
rived at her favorite ſpot, which Lord Edwin 

acknowledged. to be well worth remark and 
admiration. Then you'll not approve my 
choice,” ſighed Roſalie, © for every body 

ſays. its a pleaſing proſpect but too dull, turn 

on the left and deſcend to that rivulet.”” — 

Lord Edwin obeyed in ſilence, till his wan- 

dering ſteps brought him to the moſt beau- 
tifully romantic receſs among the cliffs, art or 
nature could deviſe: From the crevices of a * 

mountain burſt an irregular caſcade, ſpangling 

in its fall innumerable flowers that ſprang on 
the craggy ſteep, while in various niches appa- 

rently almoſt impract icabie to climb, reſted the 

ſtraggling Chamois f am the exceſſes of the 

ſun; but what oft attracted Lord Edwin's 

notice was a fmall marble, ſtrine, ſhaded by 

a luxuriant cyprets, while a thicket of roſe 
trees guarded it with its blooming branches, 
and a protuſion of twining flowers encircled 

it on every ſide; on a ſmall tablet was en- 
; „ graved 
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graved the following lines, © Sacred to the 

memory of L. S. C. the lovelieſt Roſe of 
Chamony,” a ſmall lute was tied with a black 
ribbon to the bough of cypreſs that wept over 
the tomb, and Reuben as he turned away 

dropt a tear. + 

a «Whoſe ſhade owns this emblem of gra- 
titude?ꝰ aſked Lord Edwin. Reuben ſhook. 

his head and pointing to Roſalie claſped his 
hands and walked ſlowly and penſively on. 
When your Lordſhip honors us with ano- 

ther viſit, time, I hope, will not be ſo precious 
as it is now, and then you ſhall hear the 
hiſtory of this valued ſhrine ; but the day is 

hurrying on, and if your Lordſhip means to 
proceed tis time to purſue your courſe over 
the mountains, before the night draws in, 

as you will not find accommodation farther 
on. Lord Edwin repreſſed his curioſity, and 
taking his advice, returned to the cottage. 

Roſalie's prolific pen frequently produced 
ſome poetic compoſition, and Madelon one 

evening 



Far in the mazes of the winding vale; 

Soft mimic echo diſtant anſwers me: Th: 
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evening found her fertile imagination deeply 
employed in penciling down the following 
lines as ſhe had taken her ſeat in this favo- 

rite romantic receſs at the foot of the cypreſs, 
whither ſhe had ſtrolled to indulge her ex- 
quiſitely enjoyed Penſoroſo. 

—— — <— 

THE MATERNAL SHRINE. 

| Where cluſt'ring roſes vernal ſweets combine, 

To ſhade this conſecrated marble ſhrine; 

When moonlight ſheds her ſoft enamour'd beam, 

And filv'ry ſhadows tint the vagrant ſtream ; 

While Philomel repeats her plaintive tale, 

"Tis then I lull the penſive hour aways 

With my lov'd lute's moſt faſcinating lay, 

Whoſe ſoothing melody I fervent love, 

And ſoftly preſs it as I lonely rove; 

For oft* beneath this drooping cypreſs tree 

VOL. I. | C 
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So ſweetly conſonant the plaintive ſtrain 

To wayward fancy ſeems to ſooth my pain; 

And when I ſhed the heart ſprung trembling tear, 

Some angel form methinks is hov'ring near, 

On ærial wing benignly wafted nigh, 

To catch and bear to heav'n the ſacred ſigh; 

The ev'ning incenſe of my votive pray'r, 

Oſt' pour'd in ſecret on the deſert air, 

Where I indulge the luxury of woe, 

Till friendſhip ſooths the tear and bids it ceaſe to ow. 

Rofahe quitting the room, ſoon after re- 

turned with a baſket which ſhe had filled with 
grapes, pomegranates, and almonds. © Here, 

my Lord,” ſaid the lovely girl, as ſhe entered, 
placing her hand on her boſom, to convince 
him the ejaculation came from its moſt ſacred 

receſs, Here, alas! is the only tribute my 

gratitude can offer for your polite condeſcen- 
ſion,” caſting her eyes at the lame inſtant on 

the * that 2 her wounded 
arm, wt 

Fn | 1 5 
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arm, „tis a poor recompenſe, to be ſure, 

but the beſt our vinyard produces to refreſh 
a thirſty traveller, and our good mother is 

preparing a few eggs and dried tongues, with 

a bottle of mead, which we hope your Lord- 
ſhip won't be offended at, for Mr. Carlos can 

faſten them on his mule.” ; 

Lord Edwin heartily thanked her, and 
ſhaking hands with the whole family, pro- 
miſed to call in ten days for his handkerchief, 
and bring little Joſephine a bird for her hu- 

manity to the callow brood her laſt florin had 

purchaſed, and accepting a bunch of roſes 

from Madelon he mounted his mule, 

« Bleſs me, ſaid Roſalie, © this baſket has 

loſt its handle, and will tire Mr, Carlos's hand 

to carry, but I believe I have got a ſtring will 
faſten it.” Saying which ſhe drew a piece of 

blue ribbon from her boſom and twiſting it 

through the plaiting lifted it up on the ſaddle 
while Lord Edwin transfixed to his ſeat, had 

obſerved with a ſenſation of pleaſure this laſt 
C 2 act 
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act of Roſalie's. God bleſs you, ſweet cot- 

tagers,” ſaid he, and remember, Roſalie, 

not to remove the bandage too ſoon,” then 

waving his hand rode off. Ah! thought Ro- 
ſalie, I needed not that injunction, tis too ſoft 
to remove for a coarſer, and I ſhall never, ne- 

ver have ſuch an honor again. Alas! poor 
girl, little did thy innocent boſom ſuſpect a 

deeper wound was pierced within thy heart. 

From the ſmall caſement of her chamber 

the ſecretly watched the track of the mules 

till the envious mountain's obtruding ſteep 

hid the ſcarcely diſcernable objects, and clo- 

ſing the window with an unuſual ſullen re- 
luctance, ſhe deſcended to her ſpinning, but 
ſhe did not fing; once ſhe attempted the bal- 

lad ſhe was warbling when Lord Edwin en- 

tered the. cottage, but her voice failed and 
the ſong was never repeated. | 

As ſhe fat meditating, on the viſit of Lord 
Edwin to their cottage, for which ſhe con- 

ceived the honor totally owing to the friend- 

ſhip 
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ſhip and favor of his guide; gratitude to the 
poor but friendly muleteer inſpired her pen 
to dedicate a few lines expreſſive of his occu- 
pation, as her fancy ſuggeſted the idea of his 

uſual perilous track over the mountains, ſub- 
Jject to the emergent haſte of the evening 

traveller, through the rigours of gloomy 
winter, or effervent heat of ſultry ſummer. 

THE MULETEER. 

When o'er the moon a miſty veil, 

Obſcures her pallid ſylvan light, 

When howling winds barſt o'er the dale, 

And no bright eve-ſtar lends its ligl.t; 

Then o'er the cliff's impending brow 

Our lowly muleteer muſt go. 

His twinkling lamp he cautious bears, 

To guide him from the chaſms deep; 

And oft' the ruſhing cataract hears, 

When every eye is ſeal'd in ſleep; 

C2 For 
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For drear the hour through hail or ſnow, | 

| Alas! the muleteer muſt go. 

Joyous he views the riſing dawn | 

Break from the thick-rob'd ſhades of night; 

With fluid gold the bluſhing morn 

| Sheds her ſoft ambient beam of light ; : | 

| Oer craggy ſteeps aſcending now, 

— 

Our blithſome muleteer muſt go. 

The early ſongſtreſs feet reclines 

Upon her mate's ſoft plumag'd breaſt, 

And warbling *midſ the waving pines, 

She courts the traveller to reſt.; 

For oft' as her ſweet numbers flow, 

The muleteer forgets to go. 

Yet, tho' ſevere, the toil he braves, 
At midnight ſhelter'd in ſome cot, my 

He heeds not how the tempeſt raves, 

And all his hardſhips are forgot ; ie ca : 

When mountain grapes, and mountain cheer, ; 

Refreſh the weary muleteer. 

Then 
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Then traveller his care repay, | 

And let him turn his ragged mule, 

Back to his hovel bend his way, | 

From fervid heats to ſhades more cool; 

For thus your bounty through the year 

Supports the humble muleteer. 

J 
* 

„ 
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CHAP. III. 

| 1 T was the tenth evening, as Lord Edwin 
promiſed, when he returned to Cha- 

mouny; Roſalie and Madelon had ſtrolled to 
the top of the mountain to diſcover if the 

traveller approached; their beſt grey ſtuff 
jackets had been neatly put on, and their 

clean lawn caps were faſtened with primroſe 
top-knots, each took their ſpindles and 
ſeated themſelves on the ſummit of the ſteep, 

to watch his arrival; the ſhades of evening 

veiled the fading landſcape, and the moon wag * 
riſing in faint ſilvery gleam. Roſalie grew 

| reſtleſs, 
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reſtleſs, ſhe tangled the flax, threw the ſpindle 
aſide, took it up again, and again the flax 

broke: her patience was every way exhauſted, 

and once more ere ſhe returned to the cot- 
tage, ſhe climbed an impending part of the 
mountain, and with earneſt and outſtretched 
eyes, ſhe at a great diſtance deſcried the mules 

ſlowly pacing the winding track ; inſtantly 

the blood forſook her cheek—returned—fled . 

—and returned again. Madelon obſerved 
her agitation with the deepeſt regret, and 
carefully concealed her thoughts, determined 

/ 

however to mark the reception on all ſides, 
and Lord Edwin foon after gained the ſum- 

mit. © How are my ſweet girls?” ſaid he, 
extending a hand to each, © I have a trifle for 

Madelon, a charming bird for Joſephine, and 
a lute for Roſalie, who, I am informed, plays 

delightfully.” Roſalie thanked him more 

eloquently with her eyes than her lips, and 

they deſcended to the vale. 

 Impatient to impart the. pleaſing news I 

Roſalie tripped quickly on to appriſe Giral- 

| C5 dine 
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jk dine, while Lord Edwin chatted with Ma- 
delon, and paſſing a withered Toſe-tree, 
« Bleſs me,” ſaid he, how the roſes have 

; faded in Chamouny, and even the cheeks 
of Roſalie have loſt their uſual bloom ſince 

I laſt faw them. Ah!” replied Madelon, 
« they have drooped indeed, bur I ſtill en- 
tertain a kope, ſome of them may revive.” 

The peculiar emphaſis reſted on the 
word ſome, accompanied by an arch look and 

a half ſmile, did not eſcape Lord Edwin, and 

he would have aſked an explanation had not | 
Roſalie and Joſephine at that moment joined 
them. oe: — | 

k - « Where are your little birds?” aſked he, 

j tapping the roſy cheeks of Joſephine. «Oh, }| 
all dead, my Lord,” anſwered ſhe, ſhaking 

her head, they did not live two days after 
vou left us; poor Roſalie's arm was fo pain- 

ful ſhe could not ſpin, fo I was obliged to 
help her, and perhaps neglected them.“ 

« Never 
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c Never mind,“ replied Lord Edwin, 

« Carlos has a ſweet bird for you.“ At that 

moment the faithful domeſtic entered with 
the portmanteau and bird; Joſephine eagerly 

examined its beauty, but wiſhed it had been. 
a parroquet, that ſhe might have taught it 
the name of the generous doner. Do you 

ſing ?” aſked Lord Edwin. Joſephine again 
ſhook her head; © Aſk Roſalie, my Lord, 

| ſhe's our ſweeteſt nightingale, though ſhe has- 

not ſung a ſong this week paſt.” Lovely 
innocent, thought Lord Edwin, how ſweetly: 
haſt thou revealed the ill ſecreted thorn that - 

rankles in the boſom of thy charming ſiſter, | 

Supper was ſerved by Madelon ſoon after, 

and Lord Edwin entreated to ſtay and ac- 

cept a ſpare bed they ſometimes accommo- 
dated travellers with, while Carlos was pro- 

vided with another at a neighbouring cottage, 

The bluſhing tints of roſy morning ſcarcely 
dawned when Lord Edwin was awakened by 

the plaintive melody of Roſalie's lure under 
55 his 
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his window, and riſing he peeped through 
his caſement; ſhe had taken her ſeat in a 
a little arbor which half concealed her by the 
profuſion of roſes that depended from the 
rural lattice, while the expreſſive beauty of 
her countenance depicted her to the eye of 
fancy the moſt perfe& ſemblance of the 

queen of love repoſing in her paphian bower. 
She had faſtened the lute to a violet ribbon 
which hung at her fide, and when ſhe had 

finiſhed her plaintive air, gently let it fall to 

its appropriate ſituation, and remained ſome 
moments in a deep reverie, till the approach 
of Joſephine with a fine baſket of peaches 

rouſed her from the attitude of contemplation. 

Some few words, uttered in a low key 

fcaped the attentive ear of Lord Edwin, but 

as they entered the houſe he plainly diſtin- 
guiſhed the voice of Roſalie, utter the follow- 
ing words. | 

„Don't touch them, Joſephine, till his 
Lordſhip comes down, I dare ſay he likes 

peaches, 
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peaches, and at leaſt we can give him our 
ſhare ; 'twas lucky Lindor ſhould ſend them, 
ſtep up and liſten if his Lordſhip is ſtirring, 

while I gather a few bloſſoms to ornament the 
m—_— | 

The voice was then ſilent, and Lord Ed- 

win drawing aſide the little muſlin curtain 

that had cautiouſly concealed him, finiſhed 
his dreſs, when caſting his eyes round to ad- 
mire the neatneſs of his apartment, he ob- 
ſerved a miniature ſuſpended on a ſmall hook 
by a piece of black ribbon much worn. Cu- 
rioſity was on the wing, he approached, and 
taking it in his hand, ſtrictly examined it. 
« Whoſe could it be, it was rather impro- 

bable it ſhould belong to any of the family, 
and he had never yet ſeen any one in this 

cottage whom it reſembled, certain he was 
if it proved a real copy, the original muſt be 
a moſt beautiful woman, and the robe ſhe 

wore, added to the band of pearls which con- 
fined part of her flowing trefſes, beſpoke her 
at leaſt a perſon of dignity ; in ſhort, it was 

a 
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a myſtery his penetration could not unfold ; 
he hung it up and viewing it at a diſtance, 

| fancied he could trace the bewitching ſmile 
of Roſalie, yet the idea ſeemed ſo abſurd he 
inſtantly altered his opinion, when a tranſient 
thought recalled to his memory the promiſed 

explanation of the little ſhrine he had viſited 

in the receſs of the mountain, and half con- 

vinced him this miniature tended to elucidate 

his ſurmiſe, and he deſcended the ſtairs with 
a full determination of claiming. Reuben's 

promiſe, 
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CHAP, IV. 

ICELY, the notable girl who perform- 
ed the drudgery of the family, ſmoothed 

her clean yarn apron, and droping a very 
low curtſcy, uſhered him into the little par- 
lour, where the breakfaſt awaited his deſcent. 
The family were all aſſembled and each hoped 
he had reſted well. Perfectly ſo, anſwer- 
ed Lord Edwin, © if the nightingales in this 
part of the world did but lull one to ſleep 
by their evening ſong, inſtead of chanting fo 
merrily of a morning.” 

Roſalie's cheek inſtantly | felt the force of 

his el, Madelon ſmiled, and Giraldine 
nodded 
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nodded at Roſalie, expreſſive of her condem- 
nation, in having diſturbed the flumberer. 

« ] hope your Lordſhip will excuſe it,” 

ſaid the worthy Ruben, © Roſalie would deem 
herſelf ungrateful not to delight in her new 
preſent, the charming proof of condeſcenſion 

and politeneſs in fo illuſtrious a ſtranger as 

your Lordſhip, tis an early hour I preſume 
with your honor, but for us  pealants 'tis al- 
moſt noon' day.” 

ce True,“ replied Lord Edwin, “ but it 

was not ſleep occaſioned my abſence, for 
in fact I have been this half hour contem- 
plating an elegant miniature up ftairs, and if 
it would not be deemed impertinent, I ſhould 
Uke to know whole reſemblance it was.“ 

Madelon looked earneſtly at her mother, 

while Roſalie's cheek turned pale, and a ſtart- 

ing tear irradiated her eye; every one was 
ſilent but the innocent and loquacious Joſe- 

phine, who, claſping her hands, and gazing 
tenderly 
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tenderly on Roſalie, cried, © Oh! my Lord, 
don't you think it very like our ſweet Ro- 
Glie, "or its her own dear mamma s pic- 

cture.“ 

Confuſion and ſurpriſe prevented Lord 
Edwin's reply, and as no one appeared able 

or willing to contradict the aſſertion, he was 
pretty well convinced of the reality of the 
ſtory. At length recovering the power of 
articulation, he ventured to inquire a few 
particulars, and Joſephine being. ſilenced, 

Giraldine proceeded to relate the narrative of 

Roſalie, who, ſhe ſaid, was born in that 

cottage about ſeventeen years ſince, that M. 
Tourville, their noble landlord, one evening, 

at a late hour, brought a moſt beautiful lady 
wrapped in a cloſe veil, in a chaiſe and four, : 
that a gentleman accompanied them, and an 
elderly ſervant on horſeback. M. Tourville 

told her the Lady was a widow in very un- 
happy circumſtances, and near her time, ear- 
neſtly begging Giraldine to undertake the 

charge of the infant, if it lived, and alſo be 

faithful 
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; faithful and diligent to the lady, for whoſe . 
board ſhe ſhould receive an ample compen- 
ſation, as her health was in a very precarious 
ſtate, and ſhe wiſhed to live recluſe, 

Giraldine added, the lady appeared almoſt 
diſtracted at parting with her companions, and 
as the carriage drove off ſhe heard the ſer- 
vant aſk the poſtillions if the Marquis meant 
to croſs the mountain with guides and lamps, 

or if he ſtaid in the vale till morning; but 
they replying they had orders to proceed, 
drove on; by this ſhe conceived her lovely 
inmate was ſome perſon of conſequence in 
diſguiſe, and did not doubt but one day this 

ſtrange adventure would be cleared up; that 
ſhe paſſed by the name of Madam Lavinia 

de St. Clair, and was brought to bed of the 

charming daughter he now beheld, to whom 

the enraptured parent gave the name of 
Roſalie; but, alas! continued the worthy Gi- 
raldine, the dear affable lady was never cheer- 

ful, and a viſible and haſty decline ſoon ſuc- 
ceeded. 

M. 
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M. Tourville come often to ſee her, and 

at his earneſt entreaty ſhe was removed to 

Montpelier for change of air: Ah! never 
ſhall I forget our parting ; the ſweet babe was 
left, drowned in tears, to my care, for I could 
not leave my family, and as ſhe took a laſt 
kiſs, ſhe tied that miniature round the boſom 
of the infant, ce take care of it Giraldine, for 

my child,” ſaid ſhe, it may one day be uſe- 

ful, I need not fay it is the faithful reſemblance 
of her wretched mother,” ſhe was then help- 
ed into the chaiſe, and drove off in an agony 

of grief. | „„ 

Since that time our ſweet charge has ne- 
ver left us. M. Tourville conſtantly viſited 
us twice a year, and would take the greateſt 
delight in ſeeing Miſs Roſalie grow up ſo 
handſome, books of all ſorts were brought 8 

by him for her inſtruction, but ſhe was never 
ſuffered to viſit him at Paris: Poor dear 
Madam de St. Clair, alas! lived but three 
weeks after her arrival at Montpelier, leav- 
ing her ſweet infant to the guardianſhip of 

M. 

of PX 
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M. Tourville and the gentleman who brought 
her firſt here, but being a very great per- 

ſonage, he never condeſcends to pay us a 
viſit, but ſends his old ſteward once a year 

with a handſome ſalary for her board, and it 
is now near three months ſince we have re- 
ceived news of M. Tourville, who we fear is 

ill. | 

«© God avert fuch a misfortune !” ex- 
claimed Roſalie, It is much about the time 

our annual viſitor arrives, Oh, methinks I 

long to ſee good Mr. Montague.“ 

c Montague,” cried Lord Edwin, © pray 
what ſort of a man may he be, is his hair re- 
markably white, and has he a ſmall red mark 

on the left cheek ?” 

ce Yes, that he has,” anſwered Joſephine, 
ce and I often look at it as I] fit on his knee.“ 

« And does he not live with the Marquis 
of Sevigne?” aſked Lord Edwin, with appa- 
rent agitation, 
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c Oh, I don't know,” replied Roſalie, © he 

tells us he is bound to ſecreſy, and we muſt 

not aſk, but he hopes one day to convey me 

to England in all the ſplendor I deſerve, and 

frequently he ſheds tears as he ſits gazing on 
me; in vain have I conjured him on my 
knees to reveal my hapleſs tale, but he always 

_ evades my requeſt, and while my penſion is 

conſtantly remitted I am happy in the pro- 

tection of my adopted parent, who has faith- 
fully and tenderly guarded my helpleſs in- 
fancy, and ſorrowful will be the day if I ſhould 

ever leave them; but 'tis ſtrange, my Lord, 
you ſhould know Mr. Montague, I wiſh he 
may come to-morrow for he is expected this 
week.” 2 

«© I with he may,” replied Lord Edwin 

much embarrailed, © and J will prolong my 
ſtay a day or two in conſequence ; forthould | 
he prove to be the perſon I ſuſpect, it may 
be in my power to render myſcl ſerviceable 
to you; but tell me, ſweet girl, how that 

miniature 
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miniature came to be left in a ſtranger's * 
chamber, ſuppoſe they had purloined it? - 

ce Oh lack-a-day,” anſwered Giraldine, I“ 

© we have no thieves in Chamouny, and 'tis ” 

hard to ſuſpect ; but you muſt know, my : 

Lord, that chamber is our dear young lady's, MW - 
but ſhe is fo affable and kind that fhe fre- th. 

quently ſleeps with Madelon, to accommo- 

date ſtrangers whom the guide often calls 
with, to taſte my mead; for though we are 
private cottagers we are always happy to 
oblige any traveller who will honor us with 

their company.” 

« You are very good and bountiful,” faid 

Lord Edwin, “and I muſt now claim my ws 

friend Ruben's promiſe relative to the little | 

ſhrine, although I can partly gueſs to whoſe : 

memory it is conſecrated.” 2 0 

dart 
Then doubtleſs your Lordſhip can ſup- 

' Poſe it no other than Madame St. Clair's, 
and ſe it is: Lou muſt know, the dear lady 

4 uſed 
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uſed frequently to ſtroll to that ſpot, which 
ſhe called the Receſs of Solitude, and there 

would ſhe paſs whole days in reading and 

weeping, ſo ſoon after ſhe died I erected that 

tomb, and as all our neighboprs uſed to adore 

the very path ſhe trod, and admire her beauty, 
thought it would be no offence to ſtile her 

the ſwezteſt Roſe of Chamouny, and ſuch is 

the inſcription you have read: This roman- 

tic place you may be ſure is dear to us all, 
tor every eye in the vale has ſhed its grate- 

ful tears there; and our lovely charge too 
often indulges melancholy at the foot of that 
cypreſs, when ſhe can ſteal out alone.“ 

« And could you never learn the family or 
connexions of Madame St. Clair?” faid Lord 

Edwin. 

5 No, 15 honor, we never dare aſk M. 
Tourville, he was always ſo ſecret, and Ma- 
dame never dropped the leaſt hint; and ſure 

Wit could be no buſineſs of ours, for as we 
could 
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could not relieve her ſorrows, why ſhould we 
ever ſeek to know them?“ 

Roſalie ſighed, and a reſponſive one echoed 
from the boſom of Lord Edwin: „ have 

caught the infection of your low ſpirits, ſweet 
girl,” ſaid he, do fetch your lute and en- 

liven us with ſome of your favorite melody.“ 

Roſalie obeyed, and Lord Edwin taught 
her a beautiful air, of which he was paſſion- 

ately fond, and which the admirable taſte « 0 
ome ſeemed to improve. 
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OST part of the day was paſt in view- 
ing the beauties of the vale, and when 

the gold-empurpled ray of evening ſhed its 
parting gleam upon the mountains, a poor 
blind youth from a neighbouring hamlet play- 
ing on a fantaſtic pipe and caber ſoon ſum- 
moned the cottagers to a little lawn, where 
a ruſtic ballet was formed, to the great 
amuſement of Lord Edwin, who ſeated on 
a diſtant bench, enjoyed the innocent delight 
that manifeſted itſelf in each ſmiling counte- 

nance, and when the piper and the villagers 
retired, the family turned into their cot- 
Yor. ow tage 

S 
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tage to partake of their ſimple ſupper which 
Giraldine had prepared, and at an early hour 
they fought the ſoothing inſenſibility of tran- 
quil lumber ſacred to the ſoul of peace. 

The night was majeſtically beautiful, a ſo- 
lemn ſilence prevailed—Lord Edwin gently 
opened his caſement, ſilvered by the moon, 

which exactly beamed on the miniature; a 
ruſtling gale agitated the poplars, and gently 

waved the dew-weighed heads of the full 
blown roſes that encircled the chequered pane, 
and the perfume they exhaled was exquiſite. 
Sleep's magic fillet could not veil his eye, 

Montague was hourly expected, Montague, 

the ſteward of his father! Twas ſtrange ! 

'twas myſterious ! He knew Montague con- 

ſtantly viſited Italy every ſummer, but he 
always underſtood his own private affairs de- 

manded his attendance ; his father too had 

been very circumſpect in his conduct, for he 
had never heard the moſt diftant Hint that 
'could awaken ſuſpicion, he would there- 
fore wait the event of Montague 8 arrival; 

and 
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and with ſuch reflection he cloſed his window. 
and retired to his cleanly coarſe pillow till 
the voice of Roſalie and the trampling of 
mules under his window awakened him from 
his diſturbed and Irregular ſlumbers. 

He was not © long dreſſing for the voice of 
Montague maddened his impatience, and 
faltering yet reſolute he deſcended to the 
parlour, where the good old man had ſeated 
Joſephine on his knee, and was anſwering her 

quick-repeated queſtions concerning a favo- 
rite lap-dog ſhe had given him laſt year, 
when the voice of Lord Edwin compliment- 

ing him jocularly on his fafe arrival at the 
cottage, petrified him to his chair. © You 

are a man of taſte, Montague,“ cried he, * to 

prefer the hoſpitable reception of theſe wor- 
thy peaſants in preference to any accommo- 
dation you could receive in the vale of Cha- 

mouny Giraldine' s cream cheeſes ſuit your 
palate, Roſalie's grapes are more luſcious 
than any vinyard here produces, and the dried 
tongues and oat cakes of Madelon's prepa- 

D 2 ring, 
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ring, are a moſt inviting bon bouche to re- 

freſh a fatigued traveller, hobbling over un- 
cooth mountains purely throvgh: kindnek to 

his relacigns.” | 

A farcaſtic ſmile accompanied theſe laſt 
words, and Montague abaſhed and confound- 

ed, felt their full force on his cheek, where 

the fluſh of conſcious duplicity indicated the 
explicit truth, as he faintly copia 
that he IE called as be | ig S | 

1 8 Nay, male Lord Edwin, © 1 ſpare thoſe | 
5 lips the diſgrace of a falſhood, we all know the 
extent of your travels never exceeds; the 

boundery of this vale, I am allo. acquainted 
with the motives of your embaſfy, therefore | 

be candid; you need not fear: reproof when, 
acting on the principles of honeſty. and be- 
nevolence; but you and J muſt have ſome 
private converſation on the ſubject, for de- 
pend on it I ſhall revert to facts, ſuch as have 

long been entruſted to your ſecreſy, and ex- 
Peet an impartial and faithful account of this 

myſterious 
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myſterious conduct, you know the irritability 
of my temper, and your ready compliance 
with my . wiſh will alone prove the ſincerity 

of the attachment you have ever profeſſed for 
8 

, 
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CHAP, VI. 

ORD EDWIN then left the room with 
' a countenance expreſſive of unuſual fe- 

rocity, and ſuch as the faithful Montague 
during a ſervice of twenty-five years had 
never ſeen clouded with the furious ſtorms of 
anger; for his young Lord he would readily 
have braved every danger, but to betray the 

confidence repoſed in him by the Marquis, 
after being fo ſtrictly enjoined to ſecreſy, 
was a point of honor he could not reconcile 
himſelf to give up, and he conceived him- 

ſelf plunged in an inextricable labyrinth, yet 
as Lord Edwin had diſcovered this charming 

protegee, 
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protegte, and ſeemed to be perſectly ac- 
quainted with great part of the affair, doubt= 
leſs his information had been accidentally 
obtained from Giraldine or Roſalie, conſe- 

quently, on a moment's reflection, he con- 
cluded the Marquis could never reproach 
him for explaining the remainder, which 
would ever reflect honor on himſelf, and could 

be no farther prejudice to Lord Edwin; he 
thereſore determined to diſcloſe every cir- 
cumſtance within his 1 and leave che 

ö event to providence. 

Hie then ſnatched up his hat and crofling 
| the lawn entered the vinyard, where he be- 
| held Lord Edwin reclining on a ruſtic bench, 
| minutely examining the miniature of Ma- 

dame de St. Clair, Come hither,” faid he, 

| ſeizing the arm of Montague with a degree of 
impetuous energy, © Do you know the ori- 
ginal of this copy?” The poor old man 
(who knew an' evaſive anſwer would only 
tend to irritate Lord Edwin) replied he had 

ſeen the lady whoſe reſemblance it bore, but 

'D4 did 
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did not know who ſhe was, or ever ſhould,” 
„Why not?” aſked his Lordſhip, „you muſt 

| be more explicit; where did * firſt ſee n 
and wich whom! 925 

98 Wich my M bid che Marquis,” anbotres 
Montague, about ſeventeen years ſince, and 

all I know of the tranſaction is, I was one 
evening at ten o'cluck ordered to pack a 
ſmall portmanteau, in conſequence of a letter 
my Lord had juſt. received from a private 
hand, which appeared to have agitated him 
greatly; the carriage was immediately order- 
ed with poſt horſes, and myſelf the only per- 
ſon permitted to attend him, and we purſued 
our journey to Paris as faſt as carriages and 

veſſels could carry us, but the Marquis ob- 
ſerved a ſolemn ſilence the greateſt part of 
the way, and when he did condeſcend to aſk 

Aa queſtion, * twas ſullen and ſnappiſh. 

At length we arrived) at an obſcure. inn 
very late in the evening, where a very elegant 

lady fainted on my maſter's ſhoulder, and I 
| Was 
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was ordered by a french gentleman to leave 
the room, in half an hour freſh*horſes were 
ordered, and the above la ly and gentleman 

ſtepped into the carriage with the Marquis, 

_ nee . 3 off. | 

Shall I confeſs my erofte was awakened 
and I ventured to aſk Janette, the bar-maid, 

if the knew the parties, but ſhe, poor girl, 

ſpoke very little Engliſh, and that in ſo com- 
'plicated a dialect, I could not gain one par- 

ticle 'of the deſired information, for they were 

perfect ſtrangers, and © Je ne ſcais pas,” was 

the prevalent anſwer from the Maitre d Hotel 
to _ Valet d' 5 

od three Aten after the carriage topped 
one evening at this cottage, good — Giral- 

dine's candle would have been extinguiſhed 
in another moment, (for the good folks were 

juſt undreſſing) when I was ordered to tap at 

- the door, out popped the head of Reuben to 

| N e who diſturbed them, end the voice 
D r= of 
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of M. Tourville from the carriage ing 
brought him to the door. 

I know the remaining circumſtances of 
Madame St. Clair's ſtory, therefore abridge 
that part and proceed from the Marquis's 

departure. Montague bowed and conti- 

nued. f 

We then returned to the confines of Paris, 

where we left M. Tourville and made the beſt 
of our way to England, where about five 
weeks after the Marquis's ſiſter, who was a 
nun in ſome convent, died, and the next poſt 
brought account of the death of Madame St. 
Clair. Ah! I ſhall never forget being cal- 

led into the Marquis's chamber; Montague, 
ſaid he, poor Madame St. Clair has paid the 
debt of nature, after giving birth to a lovely 
daughter; I truſt you have never revealed the 
- circumſtances of our tour, or her departure 
from Paris, after the ſecrecy 1 enjoined you 

to obſerve ; you, and you only, are acquainted 
with the buſineſs, ſwear you will never divulge 

4. - [me 
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che confidence I am going to repoſe in your 
boſom, as it is of the utmoſt importance to 
be concealed at preſent; to your hands then 
I ſhall remit proper ſums for the mainte nance 
of this infant, to whom I am left guardian, 
you ſhall convey it every ſummer, and bring 
me proper information how ſhe is, and when 

it is in my power to bring her to England 
I ſhel! feel myſelf haopy in aving her under 
my more immediate care, Which at preſent 
her infant * e me. 

Such was the promiſe engaged to Full, 
and as M. Tourville is very lately dead, 1 
am deputed to convey Miſs Roſa ie to the 
caſtle and from thence to Thornley Abbey,” 

« To the ſolitudes of Thornley,” cried 
Lord Edwin, „is my father going to im- 
mure this bloſſom, amidſt the reſt of his ſe- 

cluded ſweets, buried in oblivion there?” _ 

Why ſhe was to have ſtaid at the caſtle, 
but when I told the Marquis how handſome 
ſhe was, he inſtantly altered his mind.“ 

D6 
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She goes to Thornley then,” ſaid he, 
10 «til the departure of Edwin, for ſhould he 
fe her, with the ſame partial eyes you do, I 

know not the conſequence, and then the 
meaſure of my unealineſs would ber com- 

Res. 115 | [ | 

mw 
"OR. A 8 plan,” replied I Lond Edwin, 

te but ſome deep myſtery remains, which 1 
— endeavour to clucidate': Charming Ro- 
ſalie! if ſhe loves like me, no power on earth 

ſhall ſeparate us; take her to England, I 
will follow every ſtage in diſguiſe, to protect 
her, and by the time ſhe has inhabited the 

antique abbey about a week, I ſhall make my 
tormal entre, by poping in upon Lady Men- 

toria and her fair companion, in the midſt of 
their dinner, when leaſt expected.“ 

| 

4 

Mercy defend me,” exchimed Monta- 

| gue, eis it poſſible my Lord will riſKk the 

Marquis's eternal diſpleaſure, by fixing his 
wee almoſt eee on the very 

| 5 05 
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object his caution would conceal and utmoſt 
vigilance ſeparate?” 

_« Every remonſtrance is vain,” ie 
Lord Edwin, riſing; haſtily from his ſcat, 81 
am going in ſearch of Roſalie, and; in the 
mean time do you inform Giraldine.” He 

then turned into the cottage, and found Ro- 
ſalie at her buſy wheel. Lay your ſpinning 

aſide, ſaid he, we muſt have a few! mo- 
ments converſation: You are going to En- 

gland, charming Roſalie, with Montague, in 
two days, he has brought a letter expreſſive 

of the Marquis's commands, and you muſt 

obey them. Roſalie involuntarily laid her 
hand on his arm, „Oh, my Lord, how ſhall 
I reconcile myſelf to kave this peaceful home, 

'theſe dear-loved: protectors of my infancy,” 
and a tear trembled in her eye. Make 
yourſelf happy,” replied Lord Edwin, Iwill 
conduct you, ſweet innocent, my arm ſhall 
guard you ſafe from every danger to the 
ſhores of England,” ned d gag 

« Ah 
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ec Ah no, my Lord, you jeſt but with my 
ſorrow, how is it poſſible?“ cried ſhe, claſp- 
ing her hands, at any rate, I am moſt pro- 

bably going to be ſtationed in ſome menial 
capacity in the Marquis's family, for an or- 
phan dependant on his bounty can expect little 
elſe, my gratitude then ſhall lead me to obey 

with cheerfulneſs the commands of my be- 
nefactor; but the taſk of parting will I fear 
much grieve poor -iraldine, ſhe is * and 1 
Thall never Hong ſee her: more... 

a Edwin now found i it lte to ex- 

plain the myſtery, by declaring himſelf the 
ſon of the Marquis, avowing his ardent love 

for her, and declaring ſhe alone ſhould ever 
ſhare his happineſs. Why then ſo reluct- 
ant, ſweet girl, more pleaſing proſpects ſhall 
unveil to your view, and the ſunſhine of proſ- 
perity ſnall ſhed its ray and renovate my 
beauteous bloſſom though tranſplanted from 
its native ſoil, and he kiſſed che tear that fell 

_— her hal. 0M 

Roſalie 
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Roſalie appeared much agitated: Alas! 
that I am every way unworthy the honor your 
Lordſhip has conferred,” faid ſhe, *©I am 
perfectly convinced, retract then your vow, 

my Lord, and view only with the eyes of 
beneficent friendſhip the ill-fated cottager of 

Chamouny; ah! why was I doomed to be the 

ſport of capricious fate, or create one mo- 
ment's uneaſineſs to one whoſe ſuperiority 
prevents my retaliation of affection, without 

incurring the cenſure ſuch preſumption would 
merit, and dared this erring heart reproach 
providence, twould murmur that relentleſs 
fate ſnould have inſtigated your viſit to this 
peaceful vale, where you will have plucked 
from us the blooming roſe of happineſs, and 

leſt us only the thorns of regret. If 1 ſolici 
to remain with this happy family, J fear I 
ſhall never enjoy the peace I once knew, for 
a continual dread of having offended my be- 

nefactor, and the idea. of ingratitude to Your 
Lordſhip would break my heart, yet perſiſt 
not in accompanying me to the Abbey, after 

_ the 
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". 9? 

| 
1 the ſtrict injunctions the * has en- 

; Joined Montague.“ 

LY 

8 1 wed » 
| Say not a word,” replied Lord Edwm, 
1 my plan is formed, and I am determined | 
L | to execute it; go to Giraldine; Who is appriſed 

1 of your eva take only one dreſs with 
1 you, for Montague has orders to furniſh you 
| with a genteel habiliment as ſoon as you ar- 

| tive in England, and remember when we 

meet at the Abbey neceſſity will compel us 
do be ſtrangers till the myſtery of your Par 

rentage can "oy ane an 

Thus cel the Kſcotirſe, and Roſille 
promiſing to obſerve diſeretion on her part, 
ruſed to her chamber and threw herſelf 
atrôſs the bed, her boſom agitated by the 
conteſting paſſions of love, gratitude, hope, 

ö and obedience; but time was ſwiftly paſſing, 
meer fray would be ſhort; and ſhe determined 
33 dividing her cloaths equally between Ma- 
duklon Fg) Joſephine, and ſhe was going down 
in ſcarch of them when the miniature caught 
, her 
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her attention, ſhe took it down, and faſtening 
it to her boſom, earneſtly examined every 
feature. Would to heaven thou could 

ſpeak,” ſighed ſhe, © I ſhould then be ac- 
quainted with my deſtiny; miſerable girl that 
I am thus to be ignorant of every circum- 
ſtance relative to my family.” 

Again ſhe would have indulged a moment's 

reflection, if the foot of Madelon had not 

rouſed her reverie; ſhe opened the door, 
Madelon was in tears; ſhe kiſſed the cheek 

of Roſalie, and wept on her ſhoulder: — 
« Thurſday,” ſobbed be ce we loſe our r dear 

1 ſiſter,” EO 380 8 N i ; « 

Roſalie endeavoured to pacify her aſſuring 
her, ſhe would write as often as poſſible, for 
Montague had promiſed her a conveyance 
at leaſt four times a year. Ah! that will 
be poor conſolation to me,” replied Madelon, 
but we muſt ſubmit.” 

What 
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What a mixture of pain did theſe charming 
girls ſtruggle to ſuppreſs, 'twas the real for- 
row of ſeparation. To Madelon and Joſephine 
her cloaths were equally divided, a ſtraggling 
ringlet was purloined by each as the trea- 
fired relic of a dear loved friend, a valued 

ſiſter, her lute only was referved to take to 
England, for that was too valuable to be 
Past with even to Madelon : Every thing 

g ſettled for theit departure it was agreed 
Lord Edwin ſhould proceed with the travel- 
lers the whole way, and as he ſpoke the Italian 
to perfection, and Rofalie alſo, he conceived 
paſſing by the title of Signior Carliniyand 
ſiſter, he ſhould elude all ſuſpicion during 
their tour ; he meant alſo to procure a veil 

at che firſt convenient ſituation, which Roſalie 

ſhould keep cloſely drawn, and never take 
off, which being almoſt a uſual cuſtom in that 
country, would by no means appear a ſingu- 
'ariry, 7 „n 03 Bao: 

CHAP, 
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Giraldine fat gazing, on vacancy jogging her 
foot, and loſt in thought; Reuben drew the 
cork of a choice bottle, the produce of his 
well- cultured vinyard, to revive their droop- 

adieu the little Chamois, iat reſted in her 

MYSTIC COTTAGER, 

CHAP, VIL 

Tim . was wir on he ſecond 
evening, and the family aſſembled ; — 

ing ſpirits, but it would not do—no one's 
appetite ſerved. 

Madelon's hand reſted on the ſhoulder of 
Roſalie, who was careſſing with plaintive 

lap, unconſcious of the loſs he too was going 
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to ſuſtain, Joſephine, the innocent ſprightly he 

Joſephine, was earneſtly entreating to accom- Þ "! 

pany them about three miles over the moun- of 

tains, but as the guide could not return with ſi 

her, and Madelon was obliged to ſtay and 
conſole her mother; a prudent obſervation R 

of Lord Edwin's, not to experience a ſecond || © 
parting ſcene, repelled the wiſh, and it was 
no more repeated. 

„„ 

Montague to hide his feelings, and prevent 
joining in converſation, had taken his ſolitary 
ſeat at the door: The prattle of Joſephine 
no longer enlivened him: Roſalie's ſpinning 
veel ceaſed to turn: Madelon's little garden 
had not received its evening viſitor's refreſh- 
ing care, to renovate and tie up the drooping 
plants, and Giraldine's baſket of knitting 
hung neglected on the branch of a roſe- tree 
that encircled the caſement. 

* | 

! 

| 

Carlos muſing on the thoughts of his ſe- 
paration from Marcella, in like manner was 
no very lively companion to Montague; as 

| he 
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he was penſively lolling over the gate of the 
vineyard, contemplating the arrival of a group 

of peaſantry, who were advancing in proceſ- 
fion, but not one ſmile beamed on their coun- 

tenance. They were come to take leave of 
Roſalie, each had brought ſome little pledge 

of eſteem: A curious oſier baſket, a purfe, a 
pair of mittens, a filk net for her hair, a vari- 
egated pincuſhion, a curious jar of the choĩeeſt 
honey, a few pomegranates, with various 
other trifles according to the age e and diſtinc- 

tion of the doner. Ce * 0 4 

kind "PERL was e to behold the 
1 tear of real ſincerity that dimned 

the bright eyes of the female peaſants for his 
beloved Roſalie - they chatted about half an 

hour and then took an affectionate farewell. 

«© The duſt,” ſaid Carlos, as he watched 

their departure, © won't be very troubleſome 

to-morrow, Montague, for methinks the 
plentiful ſnowers that have fallen from the 

eyes of theſc faithful affectionate peaſants 
Will 
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will abate the inconvenience of our being 
blinded by it ſhould the wind even riſe, tis 

the firſt time, Montague, you or I ever wit- 

neſſed ſuch a ſcene, but as my Lord juſtly 

obſerves, this Vale abounds with rarities.” 

MYSTIC COTTAGER, 

© A ſimilar ſhower may perhaps lave the 
flinty roads of Savoy, replied Montague, 

<'ere Carlos returns to England, and recounts 

the drops that fell in Chamouny.” 

The chord of ſympathy. was touched, and 

its vibration was ſtrong and ſevere. © Mon- 
tague's raillery might amuſe and cheer our 
hoſpitable friends within, anſwered Carlos, 
ſuppoſe we ſee if we can render ourſelves 
ſerviceable? If 

AO aſſented, and they turned into 

the cottage where Roſalie was packing her 

preſents in a ſmall portmanteau, which, with a 

baſket of refreſhment, was to be faſtened on 

| Carlos's mule: Again and again they took 
leave 

lea 

to 
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leave, and retired to reſt, for the mules were 

to be ſaddled by ſix o'clock, 

Sleep's magic fillet bered in poppied 
eſſence, for the firſt-time loſt its power over 
the whole family. Not a ſoul cloſed their 
eyes, Reuben and Giraldine talked the tedious 
night away ; Madelon and. Joſephine ſteeped 
their pillows in a briny bath, while Roſalie 
pretended ſleep to prevent encouraging the 
painful ideas of ſeparation, and Lord Edwin 
alone had retired with a light heart enrap- 
tured to have diſcovered the mine that con- 

cealed ſo ineſtimable a jewel, whoſe brilli- 

ancy would dazzle every beholder, when po- 
liſhed by emulation, and who would not 

envy him its poſſeſſion. 

They were all up by five, and again the 
parting tear fringed with gems the downcaſt 
eyelids. The morning was ſerenely beauti- 
fil, and Roſalie as her dejected eyes wan- 
dered, for the laſt time, over the pictureſque 
beauties that bounded her view, ſecretly 

thought 
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thought the Vale of Chamouny had never 
before looked fo beautiful: A ſmall purſe of 
Louis preſented by Lord Edwin to Madelon 
and Joſephine, | and a liberal compliment 
from the Marquis by the hands of Montague, 
amply ſatisfied the careful guardians of this 
lovely protegte; ; ſhort adieu was all Lord 

Edwin could permit, and the handkerchief 

of Madelon and J oſephine were juſt diſco- 

vered to wave in the breeze as Roſalie took 
a laft look rom the ſummit of the mountain, 

10. & 10 my 1 r — 
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CHAP. vin. 

— —U— 

FTER the departure of Lord Edwin 
from the Caſtle, the Marquis, as was 

his uſual cuſtom, retired to his library—'twas 
much about the time Montague paid his an- 
nual viſit to Chamouny, and a certam pre- 
ſentiment, inſtilled by apprehenſion, darted 

acroſs his imagination. © Gone to France, 

and means to paſs through Italy, exclaimed 
he as he ſhut the door, Ah! heaven avert 

he ſhould diſcover the concealment ot Rofalie, 

but ſurely Edwin's diſpoſition is not ſo ro- 
mantic to ſearch the obſcure cottage to gra- 

tity his taſte : No, no, the gallant and noble 
vol. I. E. anceſtry 
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anceſtry of his father will prevent my ſon 

from falling into the errors of commonality.” 

The Marquis's pride, which was ever his 

predominant characteriſtic, now reigned in 

full force, and ringing. his bell with a degree 
of violence, he ordered Montague to attend. 
The faithful ſteward obeyed the ſummons: 
He was the choſen regulator of the Marquis's 
plans, and had lived in the family twenty- 
five years, he was now 1n his fifty-ſeventh 
year, beloved and reſpected by every one 
in the family, and gratitude and obedience to 

His ſuperiors, gentleneſs and courteſy to his 
fellow ſervants had gained him the eſteem he 

ſo juſtly merited; the moſt implicit confi- 
dence ſealed his lip where neceſſity required, 
and the moſt noble ſentiments of liberality 
and compaſſion flowed from the dictates of 
his honeſt heart; he was ſtill active and di- 
ligent, though he was ſtealing through the 

autumnal vale of life to the winter of a happy 
old age. 

h Shut 
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ce Shut the door, ſaid the Marquis, * and 

ſit down.” Montague obeyed in filence.— 

« My ſon is gone to Paris,” reſumed he, 

ce and as it is near the time of your annual 
trip, I would have you inſtantly ſet off, I 

have a ſtrange preſage he ſhould meet with 
Roſalie : Tis time, ſhe ſhould be brought to 
England, and as I am now her ſole guardian, 
F ſhall place her at Thornley under the in- 

ſpection of Lady Mentoria Edwin, he will by 

that means never ſee her before his return 

from Italy, and by that time ſhe will perhaps 
be diſpoſed of, for you alarmed me when 
you ſaid ſhe exceeded your expectation in 
perſon, and manners, and that ſuch was the 

general opinion of every body, and if Edwin 
fhould diſcover her in his tour through thoſe 
mountains, who can tell the conſequence.“ 

e Good my Lord,” cried Montague fmi- 
ling, „don't raiſe imaginary evils, for ſnou d 
Lord Edwin meet with .her, who is to un- 

Tat bet ravel 
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ravel the myſtery known now only to God 
and yourſelf ?” 

« Why true,” anſwered the Marquis, © 1 
did not reflect on that improbability; how- 
ever, as the poor girl will be expecting you, 

ſet off on Thurſday, Edwin cannot reach that 

part of the world this fortnight, as he goes 

to Paris and makes ſome ſtay : Here,” con- 

tinued he, opening his eſcrutore, * is a ſuffi- 

cient ſum to defray all expences.“ 

| e wiſh,” ſaid Montague, the ſweet 
lady, her mother was alive.“ The Marquis's 

| colour mantled on his cheek, and he fetched 
a deep ſigh. I can aſſure you,“ reſumed 

Montague, Miſs Roſalie is far handſomer 
than her mother's picture.” Her mother's 
picture !” cried the Marquis, © how for God's 

fake ſhould ſhe come by it?” „Why Ma- 
dam gave it to Giraldine for the child when 
ſhe went to Montpelier.“ I charge you, 
then,” faid the Marquis, «the moment you 
arrive, to demand it in my name, ſeal it in- 

ſtantly 

a 
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ſtantly, and reſtore it ſafe and unſeen by mor- 
tal eye to my hand; go, Montague, ſtrictly 

obey this injunction, and return ſoon as poſ- 

ſible.” He promiſed to obſe. ve his direc- 

tions, bowed, and withdrew. 

The Marquis remained ſome time rumi- 

nating, and then entered the breakfaſt par- 

lour, where Lady Adela and Lady Louiſa 
were winding ſome cotton for their tambour, 

very much tangled : The M arquis ſmiled at 

their perplexity, © I am much in your ſitu- 
ation, my dear girls,“ faid he, “for I am 

about to unravel a delicate ſkein, myſteriouſly 
tangled.” * 

- Louiſ let fall her hand to liſten to 
the Marquis's ſtrange addreſs, and the wind- 
ing ceaſed, What ænigma have you 
to puzzle us with, dear Sir,” anſwered her 
lively Ladyſhip, «do give us the moſt 
eaſy clue to diſcover it, for really our patience 
is vera exhauſted, with this troubleſome 

E 53 1 
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« The myſtery I am going to unfold, my 
children, is not yet arrived at the proper cri- 
ſis of explanation, nor muſt you require it 
till time and opportunity permit me to diſ- 
cloſe the important ſecret,” 

« The lovely ſiſters involuntarily looked 
at each other in amaze, Adela then penſively 
caſt her eyes on the ground, and waited the 
procedure, while Lady Louiſa more ſuſcep- 
tible, caught his hand, and fixing her fine 
eyes on his averted countenance, cried, © Pray 

* 

Hs was on the wing, 'twas s the 
moment of explanation, as the veil of ſecreſy 
gently developed the myſtery Jong conſigned 

to the receſs of faithful ſilence, a moment 

elapſed, and the Marquis continued. 

c am going to introduce to your favor 

and protection a delicate plant, reared in an 
unculti vated ſoil, though ſprung from a rich 
and fertile ſtem, which torn by the ruthleſs 

and 
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and capricious winds of fate, withered, droop- 

ed and died, leaving to the more favorable 

breeze of heaven the nurture of its ſole- ſur- 

viving bloſſom; the ſoil of Italy was deſ- 
tined to rear this deſolated flower, and now 
luxuriance and perfection mark the opening 

d beauties of this tender vale-nurſed lily, I ſhall 

ly Þ tranſplant it with aſſiduous care to the pro- 
14 tection of my amiable daughters, cheriſned 

* by their foſtering hand, it will, I truſt, re- 
ie | pay, with grateful bloſſom, their watchful at- 

y tention : Such is the plant I wiſh them to pre- 
ſerve, if fame with partial praiſe has not de- 

| ceived. me. Montague is commiſſioned to 

e convey it ſaſe to England, and if you find 
y Ruſticity has veiled one charm, prune with 
d diſcretion the impeding leaf, while as its riſing 
it beauty witneſſes improvement, a father's ar- 

dent * ſhall be the fond requital of your 
care.“ 

Ir St We 

n He ceaſed, and the ſtarting tear that gliſ- 
h tened in his eye reflected back the chryſtal 
5 pendant chat impearled the cheeks of his at- 
d 2 4 E 4 tene 
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tentive auditors, but Lady Louifa's dimpled 
mile baniſhed the tear, twas the incenſe of 

exquiſite ſenſibility from hearts whoſe mo- 
nitor was humanity, g 

perfectly underſtand you, my dear 

Sir,” ſaid ſhe, „and conceive the plant you 
have ſo ſweetly and intereſtedly deſcribed, 
partakes the ſenſative nature, if ſo, when com- 

mitted to the charge of Adela and myſelf, 
it ſhall at leaſt be exempt from the rude 
preſſure of derifive inſenſibles, whoſe unfeel- 
ing curioſity might be tempted to cenſure, 
where compaſſion ſhould predominate,” 

« Ant after the inviolate ſecreſy which 

ſeals our father's lip, replied Lady Adela, 
his daughters will ever prove themſelves 

worthy the confidence repoſed in them, by 

never ſeeking to explore the ſecret unper- 
mitted, tis ſufficient to us the lovely pro- 
tegẽe is countenanced by a parent, who has 
ever evinced himſelf the faithful friend of 
the unfortunate.“ 

The 
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The Marquis preſſed them to his boſom, 

and, relying on their diſcretion, informed 

them he was guardian to the lovely orphan, 

that a genteel fortune was left in his hands 

for her maintenance, and that he wiſhed 

every affection to be ſhewn her as the relic 

of a friend dearly revered, but to whom he 
had ſworn never to reveal her birth or con- 

nexions till a convenient opportunity; he 

then wiſhed them good morning and with- 

drew. 

His horſe was ſoon after ordered, and he 

bowed to them as he croſſed the lawn. — 

The charming ſiſters, left to their own re- 

flection on this intereſting ſubject, formed 

a thouſand conjectures; Lady Adela won- 

dered what friend's child it could be whoſe 

concerns required ſuch ſtrict ſecreſy. 1 

long to ſee her,” faid Lady Louiſa; I ſhould 

like to know if ſhe is handſome,” continued 
ſhe, adjuſting her beautiful treſſes through 

the folds of her muſlin turban, while a ſpark 
of envy darted through her boſom at the 

E 5 idea 
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idea of a rival, though her natural ſweetne ſ 
of temper would have forgiven ſuch a ſupe- 
riority, even to her moſt inveterate enemy, 

yet the ſuggeſtion was very apt in the boſom 
of a young female. 

Sir Henry Lanſdowne's elegant pheton 

and four greys, at that moment croſſing the 
lawn, caught the eye of Lady Louiſa, Good 

heavens !”” exclaimed ſhe, „here is Sir 

Henry's greys entering the gate, how. ſhall 
I eſcape, for poſſitively he ſhall not ſee me 

en diſhabille, for as he is-moſt probably your 

Twain, and I am on my preferment, it may 
mar my fortune, and I ſhould be ſorry to 

interrupt ſo charming a tete-a-tete, ſo adieu, 

dear Adela. The window invitingly open to 
the garden was low, and Lady Louiſa in- 

ſtantly leaped out and flew for refuge to a 
receſs in the en, 

Sir Henry enquiring for the fair fugitive, 
was told ſhe-was dreſſing; by the fide of the 

window. hung 9 beautiful landſcape, juſt 
framed, 

Fray pom BY bond Pr "7 . 
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famed, which attracted his admiration, and 

he placed himſelf with his back to the light 
in order to view more accurately ſome beauty 
Lady Adela was pointing out, when turning 
to the window to enjoy the perfume of the 
geraniums that encircled it, he perceived a 
pale green ſlipper hanging on the branch of 

a roſe buſh, with a fall fragment of muſlin 
floating on the briar. 

ce Bleſs me, cried he, © the owner of this 

flipper has encountered the thorns, whether 
in ſearch of the roſe I can't ſay, but ſurely: 
the fugitive, by leaving ſuch evident traces 
had ſome particular object to purſue or elude, 

had both ſlippers remained, one might have 
concluded ſome lovely faint had commenced 
her pilgrimage to Lorretto from this favored 
ſpot, and left theſe trophies to announce her 
departure. 

Lady Adela's cheek fluſhed crimſon : To 
have diſcovered her fiſter's retreat would 

have offended her, and- yet the embarraſſed 

E 6 ſtate 
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ſtate in which ſhe had ſo precipitately left 
her demanded it, to extricate her from the 
capability of raiſing a falſhood ; Louiſa's ſar- 
caſm alſo of Sir Henry being her lover, had 
ſo much deranged her for the moment, ſhe 
ſcarce knew how to receive him, and to be 

left tete-a-tete was a double mortification, 

for never had the ſlighteſt partiality been 

viſible in his conduct to Lady Adela; on 

the contrary, ſhe had regarded her ſiſter as 
the object of his repeated viſits, and whilft 
thoſe 1deas cruwded her imagination ſhe ſcarce 
knew what anſwer to make. 

te If the . 1s | yours,” repeated he, 

ec permit me to reach it.” Oh no,” an- 

£4 5 ; 5 
it remain, catching his ſleeve as he ſtept 

ſaid the delighted Landſdown, I will ven- 

ture to reſtore it.” Lady Adela's vexation 

increaſed, Pray return, Sir Henry,” cried 
ſhe, probably Sylvio may have ſtolen it 
* en my ſiſter's dreſſing-room, he is very 

miſchievous.” 

ſwered Lady Adela, tis Louiſa's, pray let 

over the Duchels. «As *tis Lady Louiſa's, | 

a» K — & md 
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miſchievious:” Do you think he tore this 
tranſparent ſtrip from her gown at the ſame 
time, if he did, he was an arch fellow to lay 
the blame on the thorns, and make . 

the en depredators of His i ingenuity.“ 

The fact was now too evident to be de- 

nied, and Lady Adela could only entreat 

him to return; For heaven's ſake, Sir 
Henry,” cried ſhe, flying to the door, and 

well knowing Louiſa could not be concealed 
far off, by the deprivation of her ſlipper, 
Stay, at leaſt till I have inquired if Andrew 

has removed the ſteel traps.“ 

« O, I fear them not,” replied Lanſ- 

downe; bowing faucily, and perfectly ſeeing 
through this excellent ſtratagem of his fir 

don't prevent my diſcovering the retreat of 
this lovely fugitive, beſides as I have a pre- 

lentiment ſhe has juſt trodden the path 
before me, tis moſt probable from the ſilence 
which reigns ſhe has eſcaped all ſuch danger : 

| as 8 
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as your fears tend to magnify, or ſhould ſhe 
have fallen the victim of ſuch a diſaſter, I 

will be the champion to extricate her, though 

a dragon guarded the ſhrubbery; yet don't 

attempt to follow till I have explored every 
avenue to enſure your ſafety, added he, with 
a farcaſtic ſmile, n 

Lady Adela turned her head to conceal 
her too viſible confuſion, while Lanſdowne 

darting through the viſta, was encloſed in 

the mazes of the ſhrubbery in an inſtant, and 

Lady Adela gravely returned to her ſeat. 

In vain he peeped through every aper- 
ture, ſhe was not to be found; at length 

turning a corner into a very romantic ſhade, 
called the wilderneſs, he caught the glimpſe 
of her gown darting ſwiftly round the trees, 
and turning through the firſt path ſprung 
through a thicket of Seri ingo's and caught 

the end of her ſaſh, but his buckle whites 

nately entangling, his ſprightly prize ſlipped 

the knot which confined the perſian to her 

waiſt 
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waiſt, and leaving the trophy in his hand, 

reached the houſe before: him, and flew to 

her dreſſing- room. 

Lady Adela followed her with a fluſh of 

anger on her countenance; Is your ridicu- 

lous ſcamper over?“ ſaid ſhe to the breathleſs 
Louiſa, who had thrown herſelf on a couch, 
< never again, ſiſter, ſubject me to form fri- 
volous excuſes, and when your folly is dif- 

covered act in ſo childiſh a manner: What 

muſt Sir Henry think of your behaviour; 

half undreſſed, only one flipper, and flying 
without cke l-aſt reaſon from a purſuit ſure 

to overtake you; I have only to beg you'll 
adjuſt your dreſs and deſcend to apologize for 
your imprudence.“ 

| Lady Louiſa, who tenderly loved her ſiſter, 
felt the force of this converſation moſt poig- 

nantly, a reproach from Adela was a wound 
to her heart. I have been guilty of a weak- 
neſs,” ſaid ſhe, „but the intention was a 

harmleſs frolic ;” and as ſhe paſſed the glaf 

the 
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the conviction of her error from the appear- 
ance of her robe brought an involuntary tear 
in her eye: Adela's admonition was kind, 

thought ſhe, as ſhe deſcended the ſtairs, and 

I will for the future ſuppreſs wy volatile 
| ſpirits. 

Agitated and vexed ſhe gently opened the 
door, "Lady Adela nodded a ſmile of appro- 
bation, and Sir Henry placed her on the 

ſofa: Had Lady Louiſa attempted her àgi- 

lity in running for the celebrated apple, ſhe 
had ſurely vatighifhed the _ footed Ata- 
lanta, and obtained the pes” 

Lady Louiſa Ie « Which of us do 
you think was moſt to blame,” cried ſhe, 

« me for flying you in this ridiculous race, 
or you for purſuing me when you muſt natu- 

rally ſuppoſe J had my reaſon for abſenting 
myſelf; and I did not conceive my ſiſter's at- 

trations ſo few as not to be able to render 
you any amuſement during my abſence, and 
Thoneſtly declare my fight was the, whim of 

5 the 
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the moment to elude curioſity, how then could 

imagine the polite Sir Henry would have 
intruded on my retirement, by boldly inſiſt- 
ing on forcing me to diſcover myſelf when it 
was not agreeable.” 

Sir Henry ſtung with the ſeverity. of this 
laſt word, repelled as much as poſſible the 

fiery glance that darted in his eye. To err 

is human,” replied he, © to forgive divine ; 
and as I now appeal to adivinity, whoſe cha- 
racteriſtic is compaſſion and benevolence, thus 
let a ſuppliant fue for pardon,” gracefully 
dropping on one knee, and preſenting the 
ſaſh and ſlipper: © The ardent deſire of ha- 
ving one peep at ſo charming a fugitive, 
whom I had never conſciouſly offended, in- 

duced me to explore your retreat, one faſci- 
nating ſmile ſeals my pardon, and Lanſdown 
vows never to intrude again till the benig- 
nant eye of Lady Louiſa marks his fond wiſh, 
and permits him ſo great an indulgence.” 

cc Sir 
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the conviction of her error from the appear- 
ance of her robe brought an involuntary tear 
in her eye: Adela's admonition was kind, 

thought ſhe, as ſhe deſcended the ſtairs, and 

J will for the future ſuppreſs wy volatile 
Þirits. 

Agitated and vexed ſhe gently opened the 
door, Lady Adela nodded a ſmile of appro- 
bation, and Sir Henry placed her on the 

ſofa: Had Lady Louifa attempted her agi- 
lity in running for the celebrated apple, ſhe 
had ſurely vanquiſhed the N footed Ata- 
lanta, and odtained the prize.” 

Lady Louiſa bluſhed : Which of us do 
you think was moſt to blame,” cried ſhe, 
« me for flying you in this ridiculous race, 

or you for purſuing me when you muſt natu- 

rally ſuppoſe I had my reaſon for abſenting 

myſelf, and I did not conceive my ſiſter's at- 

trations ſo few as not to be able to render 

you any amuſement during my abſence; and 
I honeſtly declare my fight was the, whim of 

the 2 ” 
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the moment to elude curioſity, how then could 

IJ imagine the polite Sir Henry would have 
intruded on my retirement, by boldly inſiſt- 
ing on forcing me to diſcover myſelf when it 
was not agreeable. 

Sir Henry ſtung with the ſeverity. of this 

laſt word, repelled as much as poſſible the 
fiery glance that darted in his eye, © To err 

is human,” replied he, © to forgive divine; 

and as I now appeal to a divinity, whoſe cha- 
racteriſtic is compaſſion and benevolence, thus 
let a ſupplant fue for pardon, gracefully 

dropping on one knee, and preſenting the 

faſh and ſlipper: © The ardent deſire of ha- 
ving one peep at ſo charming a fugitive, 
whom I had never conſciouſly offended, in- 

| duced me to explore your retreat, one faſci- 
nating ſmile ſeals my pardon, and Lanſdown 
yows never to intrude again till the benig- 
nant eye of Lady Louiſa marks his fond wiſh, 
and permits him fo great an indulgence.” 

cc Sir 
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Sir Henry's elegant apology has ſuffici- 
ently atoned for his frolic, and Louiſa truſts 
forgiveneſs beams as ſincerely in her eye as it 
expands in her heart.” An eloquent look at 
that moment confirmed the reality of her ad- 
dreſs, yet it conveyed to the boſom of Lanſ- 
down an idea not eaſily forgotten, for Sir 
Henry's partiality had long ſubſiſted, and he 
waited only to be aſſured his hopes were not 
founded on a baſeleſs fabric; thus the infor- 
mation he wiſhed to obtain he conceived the 
eloquent eyes of Lady Louiſa had powerfully 

expreſt: That ſhe entertained a reſpectful 
eſteem was all he could at preſent flatter him- 
ſelf with, and as he well knew ſhe poſſeſſed 
every ſocial virtue, he did not doubt but in 

time ſympathy would raiſe the ſpirit of friend- 
ſhip to the exalted and fervent paſſion of love, 

for every perfection, in his opinion, centered 
in this paragon of excellence, and if an error 
ever blazed in her conduct, it could only be 
imputed to a peculiar flow of good ſpirits, the 
incenſe of a heart which knew no guile, and 
a quick ſenſibility and imagination unreſtrict- 

cd 



ts ed by prudery or affectation: She was youth= 
| ful, innocent and gay, her heart had never 

| known a pang of real ſorrow, every hour had 
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glided on the wing of happineſs, nor had ſhe 
ever been tempted to pluck the roſe of love, 
conſequently its thurns had never wounded 
her boſom, + 
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CHAP. IX. 

* 

_— reſt of the morning paſſed in chat 
till the Marquis's return, who pleaſed 

with his viſitor, begged he would ſtay dinner, 

for Sir Henry, as the ſon of his moſt favo- 

rite youthful companion, who trod with him 
in childhood the paths of learning, always 
found a hearty invitation at the caſtle: — 
About a fortnight hence,” ſaid the Mar- 
quis, is the united birth- day of my daugh- 

ters, which I intend to celebrate with al! 

poſſible feſtivity; the neighbouring nobi- 
lity and gentry will have general invitations, 

and the peaſantry ſhall enjoy every harmony 
and 

al 

C\ 
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and pleaſure. their hearts can wiſh; I'intend 

to form a fete champetre, and your preſence 
will add to our felicity.“ 

The high blood that flowed in the Mar- 

| quis's veins had ever panted for an alliance 
with this noble youth, .and he flattered him-. 

ſelf one of his daughters might be able to 

captivate, in his opinion, ſo glorious a prize. 
Lhe ample eſtate of Sir Henry, the elegant 

education he had received, and improved to 

every advantage ; the virtue of his anceſtors 

ſhining in every action, and flowing in every 

ſentence, had ſo inflated the pride of the 

| Marquis, that every hope reſted on this fa- 
vorite ſcheme. 

Every elegance was preparing at the caſtle, 
and the moſt ſumptuous luxuries procuring; 
every belle in the vicinity was racking her 

invention to appear the moſt attractive object, 

and not a domeſtic but equally enjoyed the 
delightful anticipation of the approaching 
eſtival and even the old gardener, whoſe vene- 

rable 
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rable locks ſtraggled in ſilvery threads on his 
wrinkled temples, was half perſuaded to ſuffer 
his niece Agnes, who was waiting maid to Lady 

Adela, to have them faſtened with a new black 

ribbon, and wear a little powder on the oc- 

caſion, but in vain did ſhe endeayour to rally 

and tell him he would look ſo young he 
| ſhould be her partner on the lawn. 

© Don't teaze me Agnes,” faid he, © you 
nor any other female ſhall ever have the ho- 

nor of decking my head.” 

Agnes ſmiled for the moment at his ſhrewd 

reply, yet as ſhe recollected her worthy uncle 
had once loved and met a ſevere diſappoint- 
ment, ſhe pitied him, from her ſoul, as ſhe 
was well convinced his attachment to fingle 
life had not ariſen from a froward diſpoſition, 
or an abſolute averſion to the ſex in general, 

a ſigh facred to his ſorrows eſcaped her, and 
Andrew perhaps at that moment felt a fimilar 

ſenſation, as he walked flow and penſively 
OF the ſervants hall, by 

+ ce Well, 

3 
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« Well, I never liked old bachelors,” ſaid 

the little thin houſekeeper, drawing up her 

head and ſmoothing her apron, © but I muſt 
ſay Andrew is the beſt te:npered creature I 
ever lived with ia my life, yet, as I often tell 
him, his generoiity outruns his pocket, poor 

good ſoul.” 

At this laſt ejaculation, uttered with a deep 
ſigh, Agnes raiſed her eyes and fixed them 

on Mrs. Gertrude's httle grey orbs, peeping 

over the dark circles of an ancient mr of 
green-glaſs ſpectacles. 

« Was you ever in love?” aſked the face» 

tious Agnes, or do el ever mean to 

marry ?” 

« What is paſt,” cried the little notable 
dame, © bears no very pleaſing retroſpect, 

and what's to come one muſt be more than 
mortal to deviſe.” 

— 

ce Why 
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e Why I can tell you,” anſwered Agnes, 
determined to enjoy her frolic, and aſſuming 
the predeliftive air of a fortune-teller, ear- 
neſtly gazed on the palm of her hand — 
cc What's to come is, Andrew —” 

Gertrude ſtarted and withdrew her hand, 
half angry, yet half determined to forgive: 

cc 3 of him for God's fake.” 

% Nay,” replied Agnes, having guy e ob- 
ſerved Andrew croſſing the lawn wich a baſket 
of fruit, © what would you wiſh more than 
a preſent of ſome peaches this morning, 
which I propheſy will arrive in a few minutes 
_ your pace.” 

Poor Gertrude, who had Ls a different 
conſtruction on the firſt hopeful words ut- 
tered by the miſchief- loving Agnes, ſcarce 

. knew how to extricate herſelf from the -cen- 

fure her agitation had incurred, and therefure 
thought it moſt proper to trip out 'of the 
room, andleave Agnes to receive the peaches 
and bearer; for although ſhe conceived her- 
ſelf much — her prime, there was a degree 

6 of 
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of pleaſure in knowing herſelf eſteemed by 
ſo worthy a man as Andrew ſhe could not 

forego. 

« Love indeed, muttered ſhe to herſelf as 

ſhe trotted up ſtairs, * I ſhould be an old fool 
to be in love now a-days; to be ſure I have 

a great regard for Andrew, but I dare ſay he 
never had the leaſt thoughts of me more than 

at 

Thus argued Gertrude, yet ſhe half wiſhed 
to perſuade herſelf Andrew's opinion might 
be different to her conjecture, and as ſhe 
croſſed the looking glaſs vanity tapped her on 
the ſhoulder, and turning her head ſhe con- 

ceived a pin was ſtill wanting to adjuſt her 
ribbon, which probably had never been 

thought of if Agnes's bewitching converſa- 
tion had not inſtilled the idea of attraction, 

but the bell ringing terminated her reflection, 

and ſhe briſkly deforhded to obey its ſum- 

mons. 
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The Marquis had as yet received but one 
letter from his ſon, and that arrived before 
he left Dover, and his filence was a myſtery 

he could not explain. © Tis probable his 
friends engroſs ſa much of his time,” thought 

he, that every hour not dedicated to them 
is devoted to refreſhing ſlumber, to recover 
him from the exceſſes of diſſipation; yet me- 
thinks he might have ſtole half an hour to 
gratify me, by hearing of his welfare; how- 

ever, I truſt as pleaſure is his purſuit, pru- 

dence will conduct him ſafe. 

The day following brought him a ſecond 

letter, expreſſing Lord Edwin had changed 

his route, and had proceeded to Italy. 

Had a ſpectre, the moſt horrible imagin- 

ation could depict, preſented itſelf at that mo- 
ment, it could not have produced a greater 
agitation than the Maftuis experienced — 

every nerve vibrated, every feature was mark- 

ed with ghaſtly aſtoniſhment the very pro- 

ject he wiſhed to ſtifle in embryo had burſt 
forth, 

. 42 _ fans oa mo 
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forth, and preſented the moſt formidable pic- 

ture of vexation, tinged with the higheſt CO> 

louring the power of imagination could ſhade. * 
Yet Montague's late converſation darted a 

ray of comfort and compoſed his irritable 
mind. | 

When he met the ladies he ſlightly men- 
tioned the ſubje ct, by ſaying Edwin was by 

this time in Italy. Probably,“ faid the 
lively Lady Louiſa, © he may chance to meet 

our little Chamouny cottager,” 

The Marquis ſhrunk with apprehenſiun; 
«If he does,” anſwered he unguardedly, 

cc What impreſſion could a peaſant make on 
him?“ - 

ce Impreſſion !” repeated the lively Louifa, 
te Why, ſuppoſe I was a handſome peaſant- 
girl, and you a Marquis, a ſlight impreſſion 

of the lip might be no great degradation, and 

as Edwin loves to . beauty, ſuch 

a circumſtance might occur.” 

F 2 Rage 
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Rage tinged the Marquis's cheek : << Ridi- 
un cried he, Do you ſuppoſe the girl 

would ſuffer ſuch an inſult, or r Montague per- 

mit it?“ 

« Well,” ſaid Lady Adela, I cannot think 

a cottager would conceive it an inſult; and as 
to Montague's prevention, what are the re- 

monſtrances of an old man to the abſolute 

determinations of a young one, to whom obe- 
dience and reſpect demanded his ſilence.” 

The ſting of an aſp had not more ſeverly 
wounded the boſom, than this applicable 
”m_ had the ou of the Marquis. 

1 truſt,” ſaid he, recovering his chagrin, 

e Roſalie has too much good ſenſe ever to make 
me ſuſpect her of juch an imprudence, much 
more that occular demonſtration ſhould con- 
vince me the ſuggeſtion was become a reality; 
ſhe is now chaſte as the unſullied ſnow that 
crowns her native mountains, and it ſhall be 
my care too warm a ſun does not diſſolve and 

contaminate 
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contaminate that purity it now ſo eminently 
poſſeſſes. 

« If I ſhould ever feel myſelf diſpoſed to 
K be in love, ſaid the arch Louiſa, I'd take 

a trip to Lapland, and bring home my heart 

ſo thoroughly chilled and caſed with am im- 
penetrable ſhield of ice, that ſhould repel and e | 

I defy the meridian beams of India's burning 
ſun to diſſolve it.“ 

7 te Time will convince us, Louiſa,” returned 

the Marquis, „your intrepidity of being held 
captive, liberty is your motto, and a chain, 

even of gold, would be to you a galling fetter; 
but let us take a turn through the grounds, I 

want your genius and advice in the diſpoſal 
of ſome ornaments in the grotto. 

* CHAP, 
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T T only wanted two days of the fete, and 
the elegant arrangements of every device 

exhibited the taſte of the ladies; innumerable 
fancies decorated every part of the caſtle : 
Sir Henry Lanſdowne, and his friend, Lord 
Carlton, ſoon after arrived in the Baronet's 

elegant phæton, and beautiful greys, followed 
by two finart little lads in ſcarlet jackets and 

velvet caps, which rendered the equipage an 
intereſting and charming object from the 

windows, but, alas! the ladies were not there 

to admire them as they daſhed over the lawn. 

Lord Carlton's manly features loſt their 
uſual penſoroſo on his arrival at the caſtle: He 
was the darling ſon of an Iriſh nobleman, 

: well 
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well educated, poſſeſſing an ample fortune, 

and inferior to few in gentility of deportment, 

elegance of addreſs, or amiability of diſpo- 

fition, but when compared to the lively and 

ſpirited Sir Henry, he was juſtly and fre- 

quently ftiled the virtuous and benignant 

mentor; and was his friend's ſuperior in age, 
about two years, but the contraſt of their diſ- 

poſitions entitled them to the difference of 

ten. 

The elegant Lady Adela and faſcinating 
Loui ſa, were ſtrolling on the arm of the Mar- 
quis, in a diſtant avenue of the ſhrubbery, 
when Sir Henry and Lord Carlton advanced 

to meet them. 

They were dreſſed in their morning muſlin 
robes, their hair wildly diſordered by the 

wind, waved on their ſhoulders in irregular 
luxuriance, while the beams of the ſun caſt a 

pleaſing reflection on their beautiful features, 
through the texture of ſmall chip hats negli- 

gently faſtened with a plain ribbon; on the 
F 4 arm 
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arm of Lady Louiſa hung a baſket of flowers 
juſt ſelected from the green-houſe, while the 
delicate fingers of Lady Adela twined through 

the wires of a ſmall cage that impriſoned an 
exquiſite Virginia nightingale, which ſhe was 

removing from a too ſultry ſituation in a por- 
tico of oranges, where its enchanting ſong de- 
lighted every liſtening ear. 

Lord Carlton held the arm of his friend: 
« One moment's pauſe, Lanſdowne,” cried 

he, “to contemplate the moſt charming 
group I ever beheld; are thoſe the divinities 
am to be introduced to? And which is the 
lovely goddeſs at whoſe ſhrine you worſhip? 
What elegance and beauty! Methinks had 
there been one more, my fancy had not un- 

juſtly conceived the graces had ſtrolled to this 
charming ſpot ; that little floral deity ſeems 

to tread on air, as if her magic feet would 

ſcorn to cruſh the bloſſoms that invade her 
path, while the majeſtic and graceful carriage 
of the other preſents one with the expreſſive 
relemblance of the dignified Minerva, each 

reclined 
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reclined on the arm of a venerable and be- 

nignant ſage, who ſeems diſpenſing ſiniles 
and happineſs, blended no doubt with ſome 
precept of inſtruction, as appears by his point- 
ed finger and earneſt converſation:“ 

« Why, Carlton, you are quite in heroics. 

this morning, anſwered Sir Henry, © but 
recolle& you are to ſacrifice only at the ſhrine 
of Minerva, for that angelic Hebe, Flora, 
Thalia, or what you pleaſe to call her, is alone 

dedicated to wing each hour with roſy bliſs 
for Lanſdowne's future days, but they approach 
and you ſhall judge farther. 

« My friend, Lord Carlton,Sir,” continued 

Ke, preſenting him to the Marquis, © of whom 
impartially converſing, your: goodneſs per- 
mitted me to introduce,” 

The Marquis cordially extended his hand, 
and politely welcomed him to the caſtle, 

while a glow of confuſion embarraſſed the 

ladies at the ſurpriſe of ſo unexpected a viſitor. 
Fs Carlton 
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Carlton ventured 2 glance at the forbiden 
fruit, thought its temptation delicious, and 
immediarcly fixed his eyes on the ſerene fea- 

_ tures of Lady Adela, offering to convey the 
cage into the houſe, a politeneſs acknow- 

ledged by a graceful compliment quite her 
OWN. | 

« Sweet priſoner,” cried he, admiring his 
beautiful plumage, * captivity with thee muſt 
loſe its rigours, the attention of thy lovely 

miſtreſs ſurely repays thy loſs of liberty ; fed 

by her gentle hand, and courted by her dul- 
cet voice to warble thy ſweet note, who would 
not envy thee, gay ſongſtreſs? 

Lady Adela ſmiled. © His native clime 

had ſurely yet more charms, my Lord, where 

liberty, delightful liberty, was all his own, 
when at the evening hour he ſweetly poured 

his plaintive melody, to hail his mate within 

the well known grove, but now captivity de- 
fires thoſe joys the little ſolitaire ſoftly diver- 
fifies his notes with tender thrilling ſtrains, 

which 
* 
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which oft to fancy's ear ſeems to repeat ſome 
mournful plaint of ſeparated love.“ 

Carlton was delighted with the ſweet beam 
of compaſſion that animated her countenance, 

each ſentiment ſeemed ſo congenial to his 
own, and her ſoft. and pleaſing addreſs ren- 

dered her the more captivating object of his 
eſteem, whilſt in the converſation of Lady 
Louifa he conceived he could diſtinguiſh a 
predominance. of levity, though biafſed by 

extreme politeneſs and affability : Such were 
the impartial ideas he formed of each, and 
Lord Carlton's opinion ſeldom deviated from 

the moſt favorable yet real points of true diſ- 
cernment. 

The moſt pleaſing converſe beguiled that | 
day, and on the third the natal morn was 
uſhered in by the five tinkling bells from the 

ſteeple of the romantic church about half a 
mile diſtant. A public breakfaſt in the Park 
commenced the fete, and the company aſſem- 

| bled in elegant diſhabille, numerous tables 
F6. were 
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were ſpread under the ſhade of ſome vene- 
rable majeſtically-towering elms, while a band 
of muſic artfully concealed amid the luxuriance 
ofa portico of oranges and odoriferous ſhrubs, 
at once delighted and ſurpriſed ; profuſive re- 
freſhments and delicacies furniſhed a ſuperb 
dejune, and the repaſt ended at two o'clock, 
when an elegant gondola with flags, bearing 
the Marquis's arms, decorated with ſeveral 
emblematic devices, and cuſhions of pale blue 
ſattin covered the ſeats to receive the delight- 
ful group, who choſe to enjoy the refreſhing 
breezes, under an awning on the ſpacious ca- 

nal, to the ſoft notes of the enchanting horn. 

Others, whom timidity prevented joining 
the aquatic group, repaired to a turkiſh mar- 

quee, purpoſely erected for an accommo- 
dative ſhade to the ladies, as ſpectators of 
a ſelect company of gentlemen, who were 
to exert their ſkill in archery to obtain the 

ſilver arrow, and the rich bugle horn, prizes 
beſtowed on the conqueror by the lovely di- 

rectreſſes of the amuſement. 
The 
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The tent was compoſed of buff and green | 

fattin in broad ſtripes, looped at the entrance 

by large taſſels of ſilver, and feſtoons of bul- 
lion fringe ; on the top was placed a ſuperb 

ſun of variegated luminous colours, that kept 
in perpetual motion, and produced a beauti- 
ful effect; ſofas of correſpondent ſattin were 

> placed on the inſide, whilſt various enſignas 
1 of archery ſuſpended on falls of white ſattin 
e that lined the marquee. Sir Henry proved 
, the fortunate claimant of the bugle horn, and 

; the fair hands of Lady Louiſa inveſted him 
with his trophy. 

While the ſilver arrow was next adjudged to 
the Honorable Frederic Waldegrave, a reſi- 

- dent in the vicinity of the caſtle, an orphan, of 

noble anceſtry, juſt returned from a ſhort trip 

] to his paternal ſeat, about five miles diſtant. 
He was polite, amiable, and engaging, his 
countenance pleaſing, his converſation: inte- 
reſting, nineteen ſummers only had bloomed 
upon his brow, and as a young man totally leſt 
to follow the bent of his own inclination at 

that 
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that early period of life, could it be wondered 
if, diſtant from the reſtrictions of a moroſe 

guardian, his naturally-lively diſpoſition ſome- 
times led him into error, yet very few had yet 
blazed in his conduct; inſtinctively inchned 
to cultivate a capacious, fertile and riſing 
genius; his penetrating dark eyes beamed 

with delight, while his luxuriant hair of rich 

brown flowed on his well turned ſhoulders, 
as yet unconfined by the regulation of fa- 

ſhion, no ribbon confined it, no powder ſul- 

lied its gloſs: His jacket was compoſed of 
green ſattin, his waiſtcoat buff, his hat black, 
fattin, looped in front with a ſuperb brilliant, 
and a green feather, rendered him the ſuperior. 
object of general admiration, for dignity, af- 

fability, and grace ſeemed to have combined 

their powers to complete the perfection of. 
this noble youth. 

As he advanced 1 receive his reward, he 
dropped grace fully on one knee, and kiſſing 

the fair hand that beſtowed the arrow, placed 

it in the front of his ſaſh, 

| Lady 



ſelf with drawing the bow, choſe to preſide 

over the archers party, whilſt Lady Adela, in 
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Lady Louiſa, who ſometimes amuſed her- 

compliment to the reſt of the aſſemblage, 
took her ſeat in the gondola. 

The dreſſes of the lovely ſiſters were ex- 
actly alike: looſe Grecian robes of tranſpa- 
rent French lawn over ſarſenet petticoats, 

the waiſt and ſleeves claſped with bands of 
pearls, and their beautiful treſſes ſhaded only 

| by a-vell of the fame texture, thrown grace- 
fully back and faſtened with a lily of pearls, 
while the lower fall deſcended to the wailt and 

Joined the ceſtus. The ſimplicity and be- 
comingneſs of this elegant diſhabille is ſcarcely 

conceivable, and the ſublimity of their coun- 

tenances heightened by the charming bluſhes 

created by the encomiums of the company, 
very aptly entitled them to the Dutcheſs of 
Montreville's remark, who obſerved, they 
reſembled the expreſs character of veſtal vir- 

gins, both from their real diſpoſitions and 
negligently-graceful dreſs, 

Two 
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Two hours thus devoted completed the 
morning amuſement, and the company re- 

tired to dreſs for the maſked ball in the even- 

ing. The grand drawing-room was hung on 
the occaſion with white ſattin, over which in 

various forms ſuſpended wreaths of roſes, 
while columns of variegated foils entwined 

with oak leaves and golden wheat drvided the 

compartments: Three ſuperb chandeliers of 
different colours, repreſenting emeralds, ru- 
bies, topazs, amethiſts, &c. gave a moſt beau 
tiful appearance ; they were ſupported by 
enameled doves, ſuſpended with chains from 
a rich painted ceiling; the ſofas, ducheſies 
and. chairs were covered with- white fattin 

fringed with ſilver, and in various parts of the 
room were diſpoſed golden eagles ſupporting 
on their backs delicate fillagree pedeſtals, on 
which were placed the moſt curious exotics, 
while ſmall incenſe vaſes of fragrant aromatics 
blazed their magic flame on. the chunney 

pieces, whoſe exquiſite and matchleſs petri- 

factions formed a moit beautiful ſpectacle. 

On 
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On a portion of the lawn was erected a 

platform for the dancers, ſhould the evening 

prove fine, and beautiful Luna in compli- 

ment ſhed her moſt refulgent beam to in- 

vite the harmonious and ſprightly group : 

innumerable lamps were ſuſpended and en- 
circled the trees, which almoſt uniting at the 

top formed a vernal canopy, intercepted thro 
the waving branches by contraſting moon- 
light: To complete the pictureſque ſylvan 

ſcene, a band of muſic ſtationed in a diſtant 

pavilion, and the beautifully-illuminated 
grotto immediately oppoſite acroſs the lake, 
furniſhed an intereſting obje& of admiration 
to the dancers, for the reflecting mirrors, bur- 

niſned foſſils, ſhells and brilliants, gave to 

fancy the idea of enchantment, while irregu- 
larly flowing down a craggy flight of marble 
ſteps a murmuring caſcade broke its paſſage 
from the moſſy carpet of the grotto to the 
lake, where the trembling moonlight clearly 
diſtinguiſhed its circling form in rapid deſcent, 
concordantly joining its murmur to the in- 
ſpiring notes of the diſtant horn. 

Sir 
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Sir Henry ſupported the character of a pil- 
grim Lord Carlton a magician—-the Hon, 
Frederic Waldegrave, as cupid, with an cle- 
gant bow and arrows tipt with gold, which he 

dexterouſly directed to every youthful female, 
while to the married ladies he diſtributed fet- 

ters of roſes, which he aſſured them © were 

thornleſs. One arrow only miſſed its aim, it 

was levelled at an elegant nun, her foot ſtep- 

ped on it, and its texture being light and 

brittle, it ſnapped, and diſconcerted the fly 
archer, 

ce I never refuge an enemy,” cried the Re- 

ligeuſe ; although no enchantreſs, I poſſeſs 
a ſpell more powerful than your arrow, gen- 
tle Cupid, tis a heart defying thy magic, be- 

cauſe every receſs is guarded by reaſon, thy 
moſt dreaded foe; take thy aim amid the 

circles of gallantry, for my devoted ſiſterhood 
farink from thee, vain boy, and every thought 
ſoars ſuperior to thy influence.” Cupid obe- 
diently drew the filken bandage acroſs his 
eyes, and mingled with the group. 

| A 
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A flower-girl next addreſſed the magician, 

to explain her fortune : © Beauty,” anſwered 

he, © fades like the bloſſoms in thy baſket, 

caſt them away and fele& others, among which 

chooſe the aloe, to watch its bloom will teach 

thee patience; add the bloſſoms of time, and 
place next them the roſe of happineſs, care- 

fully dividing the thorns from the heart's- 

eaſe, mingle the evergreens of truth and fide- 

lity, and preſent the ſelection to the moſt ge- 
nerous purchaſer.” Promiting to obſerve "his 
advice, ſhe tripped away. 

A beautiful figure of hope courted uni- 
verſal admiration, who proved to be Lady 
Adela, © Wilt thou, ſweet maid, by thy 
magic inſpiration, deign to lighten my bur- 

then?“ aſked Cupid. © Apply to prudence 
to fledge your arrows, and beg conſtancy to 

ſteep them in her pureſt eſſence, and my beſt 
exertion ſhall effectually crown "ow wiſhes.“ 
anſwered the, 
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elegant enchantreſs, leaning in penſive atti- 

| Pilgrimage? Change your route if bound to 

as you travel on.” „Oh, I'll compound for 

did wheel, drew the whole aſſembly's admi- 

ſhe, © the keep-ſakes of hope and fortune, 

humble memorials of this day.“ 

I16 MYSTIC COTTAGER, 

The pilgrim next addreſſed her. Whi- 
ther are you wandering barefoot?” aſked the 

tude on a ſuperb anchor, Do you prefer 
the thorny paths of ſuperſtition ? or do you 
only affect to deceive us in your, pretended 

Loretto, believe me you will not find green 

ſlippers on every roſe-buſh to eaſe your feet 

a few thorns,” anſwered he, © provided the 

path does not conceal ſteel traps.” A figni- 

ficant preſſure of her hand convinced her the 
compliment was returned in the very reality 

of jeu d eſprit. 

As he glided away Lady Louiſa's appear- 
ance, as the goddeſs of fortune with her ſplen- 

ration, and her dulcet voice inſtantly claimed 

attention. have ſelected a few prizes, ſaid 

which I ſhall diſtribute as chance directs, the 

A 
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A ſultana advanced and the fickle deity 

preſented the whecl, from which ſhe drew a 

card, which adjudged her the embroidered 

handkerchief; a general congratulation was 

whiſpered round on the applicable prize, but 

as prudence and modeſty ſealed the lip of the 
donor, animadverſion ceaſed. Numerous ele- 

gant bagatelles were diſtributed among the 
motly group, and each party highly delighted 
with the polite remembrance, eie the 

little gift as an eſtimable memorial of friend- 
ſhip and reſpect. 

At one the dancing ceaſed, when ſumptu- 

ous tables provided with every luxury the ſea- 
ſon produced, were ſpread in the grand faloon, 
where the Marquis preſided, the moſt con- 

vivial and delighted ſpectator of the whole. 
party : At the hour of three the company re- 
tired, and the inmates of the caſtle ſtole to o the 
pillow of Morpheus. 

The utmoſt decorum had been obſerved 

by the domeſtics and pealantry, who had 
equally” 
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equally enjoyed the evening by dancing on 
the back lawn, to the enlivening pipe and 

tabor, where Mrs. Gertrude condeſcended to 

lead down the firſt dance with Andrew, to 

the no ſmall diverſion of Wilſon and the 

Marquis's valet, 
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CHAT. AS 

ORD EDWIN and his lovely protegte 
purſued their journey over the moun- 

tains and environs for ſeveral days, till they 
reached the cottage of Marcella, where they 
reſted and partook ſome humble refreſhment, 

while Carlos again repeated his faithful adieus. 

The ſpot that ſurrounded the cottage was 
romantically beautiful; from the protruding 

ſides of the mountains depended cluſters of 
the purple vintage in rich feſtoons, while in 
various parts of the acclevity the traces of the 

plough divided the velvet ſlopes, between 
whoſe 
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whoſe chaſms lofty water-falls in diamond 
ſhowers ſpangled the obtruding ſhrubs and 

flowers with its radiant cryſtals, as morn in 

ſaffron veſture tinted with her reflected orient 
beam the waving pines, that clad the moun- 

tain-ſteep. 

| Marcella bade a thouſand adieus as ſhe 
wiped the intruding tear on the corner of her 
apron ; her ſpinning was placed at the door, 

and as the mules ſlowly paced on ſhe took 
her ſeat, her head reſted on the arm that ſup- 

ported the inactive ſpindle, while her eyes 
were fixed on the leſſening objects, and the 

hand that lay in her lap fill held the little 
gold croſs, the treaſured keep-ſake of her 
lover, conſeciated with the heart-ſprung tears 

that laved its burniſhed ſides. 

Roſalie in voluntarily looked back a few 

paces diſtance ; Carlos was trans fixed to his 
mule a ſtatue of deſpair, gazing a laſt 

look with an extended hand that meant to 
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move, but the impulſe of activity was ſuſpend- 
ed and the uſeleſs limb dropped by his ſide. 

« Poor fellow,” ſaid Roſalie, her fine eyes 

abſorbed in the tear of ſenſibility, * theſe are 
_ unfeigned ſorrows of the heart.“ 

c pity them from my ſoul,” added the 
benignant Lord Edwin, Carlos in general 
poſſeſſes great fortitude, yet I find he is not 

proof to the innovations of love.” 

No particular circumſtance occurred wor- 
thy obſervation 'till they arrived at Dieppe, 
where Carlos . humbly petitioned to be- 

ſtow his mite by a young female mendicant, 

inſtinctively ſtopped to liſten to the voice 
of diſtreſs, while Mademoiſelle Roſalie and 

his Lordſhip were taking lemonade vis-à-vis 

in a ſmall room from whence they could ob- 

* 

te Ah, the poor unfortunate,” ſaid Carlos 

ſearching his pocket for a few ſous, very wil- 
ks. 2 —— 
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lingly drawn, while ſhe preſented a ſmall 
baſket of tooth-picks, © Le Souvenir,“ faid 
Carlos, modeſtly taking one, I ſhall take 

this trifle to England, and when I look on it 

I ſhall be reminded of Jannette : But I will 
not ſeek to explore ſorrows it is not in my 

power to alleviate Adieu then, the tear that 

in ſpite of every effort to retain it bedews 
my cheek, is the incenſe of a heart that has 
nothing more to give, yet tis conſecrated to 
the child of miſery,” 

Jannette's tear mingled her thanks as ſhe 

walked penſively on, and Carlos with folded 
arms ſtood contemplating her neat figure, and 
wafted a ſigh to her ſorrows 'till the voice 
of Lord Edwin tendering him a few Lows 

rouſed him, and he lightly ſkipped after Jan- 

nette, and chucking them into her baſket 
pointed to his Lordſhip and returned. 

Jannette courtſied low three times, and 

tying her little fortune up in a ſmall leather 
ne; 
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purſe, looked earneſtly at it, claſped her 

hands, and raiſed her eyes in ſilent ejaculation 

to heaven for the unexpected bounty of the 
benevolent ſtrangers, - put it in her pocket, 
wiped another tear, yet another ſtill ſucceeded, 

twas the drop of ſincere gratitude, it would 
intrude—the feelings of nature were not to 
be commanded, and the tooth-pick girl poſ- 

ſeſſed them refined only by the hand that 
planted, not nurtured them, yet were they 

eminently imitative, and her expreſſive 
eyes had repeated the whole hiſtory of her 

misfortunes to Carlos, without one ſyllable 

eſcaping her lips; eloquentr vealers, beam- 
ing the impartial truth though often preſſed 

by baſhful modeſty to conceal the unpitied 
ſorrows they relate, yet ſweet compaſſion 
marks the timid glance, and joys to cheer the 
fad dejected eye long wandering o'er the 
gloomy chequered landſcape ſhaded by tem- 

peſtuous clouds of human lite, 

The packet in which the travellers were 
to fail for England was very full, and Roſalie 

G 2 drew 
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drew her veil cloſe over her face, while Lord 

Edwin wrapped himſelf in a large cloak and 
permitted his fine dark hair to ſhade his coun- 
tenance, as a diſguiſe more favorable to his 
ſtratagem, and which ſo much altered his 
features as to elude the reſemblance he for- 

merly bore the family, and as Signior Carlini 
and La Bella Rofara his liter, they took their 

feats 1 in the cabin. 

Roſalie ſoon found the motion of the boi- 
ſterous wave agitate her ſtomach, and ſhe 

fainted on the ſhoulder of Lord Edwin: This 
indiſpoſition ſo alarmed him, he had nearly 
thrown off his diſguiſe to aſſiſt her, and bear- 
ing her in his arms on deck for the benefit 
of air, blundered over a young buck who im- 

peded the paſſage, and unfortunately trod on 
the gouty foot of an old moroſe bachelor, 
which compliment was returned by a hearty 
oath and a violent thruſt. © Manners, you 
brute ; have you no compaſſion you friſking 

Italian devil ?” exclaimed he, limping into the 
cabin, f 

Lord 
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Lord Edwin enraged at this invective, now 
thought proper to addreſs him in the Engliſh 

language, and in fact to procure ſome aſſiſt- 

ance for the lovely burthen now ſenſeleſs in 

his arms. „ ſhall teach you manners, 
friend,” cried he, when I come down again, 

at preſent I am too much engaged in the 
charge of my ſiſter,” 

c Siſter!” exclaimed the buck ſarcaſtically 
ſneering, © A mighty polite brother, me- 
thinks if he poſſeſſed a little more manners 
for ſtrangers it would better become him; 
Oh, *tis an abſolute boor to be treated thus, 

my hair, my coat, my neckcloth bear teſti- 
mony of the ſavage's ferocity.” | 

Theſe laſt words echoing 1n the ear of a 
ſtiff-ſtarched little old maid, inſtantly made 
her buſtle up. | Mercy defend us, a boar in 
the packet did you ſay, Sir? Gracious God! 
the fierce creature may tear us all to pieces, 

I hope he is chained; I would not have come 
for the world if I had known it.“ 

G 3 « Oh 
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* Oh you need not be alarmed,” replied 
the buck, taking her brown ſhrivelled arm 

and ſeating her again, © it is only a two leg- 

ged ſavage, that has cauſed this confuſion, by 

ſtumbling over half a dozen of us with his 
prey in his paw.” 

« A ſavage with his prey?” reiterated the 
prim virgin, whoſe ſtupidity could not under- 
ſtand his rodomontade, © what is it any thing 

like a monkey?“ 

« Oh yes!” returned he, enjoying the joke 
at her expence, while her features ſtiffened 
with terror, It certainly is of that ſpecie, 

your fears, Madam, tis the famous Signior, who 

has juſt left the cabin: I am ſure if my ſiſter, 
like his, had ſnammed dead, I ſhould not have 

thought proper to clamber up with her weight 
at the danger of my oun legs, and cruſh half 

a dozen others. 

ec Aye, 

though it ſtiles itſelf a man; in ſhort, to calm 
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te Aye, aye, you are right, cried old ſquare 

toes, © ſelf preſervation is the firſt law of na- 

ture, I never riſked my precious limbs gad- 

ding after a parcel of pert toads, not I, fal- lal 
dangling nonſenſe.” 

By this time the antiquated Miſs had drawn 
a ſmall caſe bottle from her pocket, declaring 

her ſtomach, in conſequence of the flurry ſhe 
had juſt experienced, to be rather qualmiſh, 
and ſtrongly recommended the old gentleman 
to taſte it, aſſuring him it was very fine and 
unadulterated. 

ce It may; Madam,” replied he, © but I am 
no dram drinker, however I thank you for 
Joon offer. _ 

The little dame reddened with vexation, 
the odium of a dram drinker had not eſcaped 

her notice. © Old churl,” muttered ſhe, ap- 

plying it to her lips, and twallowing a ſmall 
but uſual portion, again conſigned it to the 
bottom of her long pocket. 

my Lord 
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Lord Edwin had now left Montague and 

Carlos to attend Roſalie, as ſhe preferred ſit- 

ting on deck, while he deſcended in ſearch 

of the two choleric gentlemen he had ſo un- 
intentionally offended. | 1 

« I hope your ſiſter is better, Signior,“ 

aſked the buck, with the moſt ſarcaſtic ef- 

frontery. 

Lord Edwin _ him from head to 
foot with an air of the moſt ſovereign con- 

tempt, and then paſſed on to the old codger, 

« I am come to apologize as a gentleman to 
you, Sir, if in the hurry of conveying my 

ſiſter up I was ſo unfortunate to do you an 
injury, but you muſt excuſe me if I add, the 
haſty and ill-mannerly retaliated .thruſt and 
oath ill become a perſon of your years, and 

which perhaps makes me draw a concluſion 
of your birth and education probably unjuſt, 

but for which you muſt thank yourſelf ; for 
the accident I readily apologize, and I hope, 

as my ſenior, you will be induced politely to 
| | pardon, 
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pardon, and acknowledge the ungentleman- 
like expreſſions you made uſe of were the re- 
ſult of a moment's paſſion, urged by an un- 
lucky preſſure of your lame foot, which I am 
ſorry ſhould have felt an additional pang from 

2» 

As for you, Sir,” added he, turning to 
the young man, © I conceive far too con- 
temptible a perſon to converſe with, a mere 
compoſition of- malice, foppery, and igno- 

rance, quite beneath the notice of a gentle. 

man.“ 1 

To this addreſs the pitiful ſpark thought 
fit to make no other reply than a farcaſtic 
ſmile, and humming a tune, marched out of 
the cabin, ſecretly mortified at betraying his 
tolly ; while the old gentleman finding Mon- 
tague and Carlos deſcending to receive the 
Signior's orders, began to think his compa- 
nion of more conſequenoe than he at firſt 

| ſuipected, and therefore extended his hand 

in token of forgiveneſs, which Lord Edwin's 
G5 placid 
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- placid benignity accepted, and animoſity 
ceaſed on all ſides, 

His curioſity being rouſed the old gentle- 
man determined to try what he could make 

of the ſervants, as he had an inconceivable 

partiality to high connexion, being a rich but 
miſerly Don; he therefore watched the Sig- 
nior's abſence to accompliſh his ſcheme, and 
firſt addreſſed Montague with inquiring where 
his maſter and miſtreſs were going. 

« To England of courſe,” replied the 
cautious domeſtic. 

« And pray, friend, where might they laſt 
come from?” 

« Paris,” anſwered Montague, conning 
over the news-paper. 

« Humph!” cried the old man, « that I 

knew before, but tell me if they are brother 

and ſiſter; whether people of conſequence, 
fortune 

"EE 3, Ry F.-Y 3 3 
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fortune, or note in the gay world, and where 

they reſide in England; come, let's hear, let's 
enjoy half an hour's chat over a tiff of punch.“ 

« Excuſe me, Sir,” ſaid Montague, I 

have not lived in the Signior's family twenty- 
five years, to turn tatler in my old age, and 
evince myſelf unworthy the confidence ever 

repoſed in me, and which I have faithfully 
ſupported.“ | 

« Nay,” cried the other, reddening with 

paſſion at the baulk of his project, © there's 

no harm in a civil queſtion, it muſt be a mat- 

ter of indifference to me to know who your 
maſter is, and if J had not taken a liking to 

him, I ſhould not have troubled my head 
about him, pray is he married? 

Montague uttered his favorite monoſyl- 
lable, and the diſappointed enquirer walked 
away. Paſſing the door of the lower cabin he 
efpyed Carlos, J hope your Lady's better, 

= the intruder, taking a ſeat, and your 
G 6 maſte 1 
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maſter too ſeems a mighty affable pleaſant 

companion, and a warm one too ] dare fay.” 

« Why yes,” anſwered Carlos, ſeeing the 
drift of his impertinent curioſity, “ few men 

more ſo; tis warmiſh weather in our coun- 
59 try.“ 

« Aye you fly rogue, cried he, tapping 
his ſhoulder, and ſagaciouſly winking, <1 

mean warm in the pocket.“ 

Perfectly ſo, and in every other reſpect,” 
rejoined Carlos, © for generoſity warms his 
hand, friendſhip his heart, virtue and grati- 

tude. his ſoul, while compaſſion blazes in his 

eye for every child of misfortune, and the cot- 
tage that ſhelters the victim of poverty feels 

the warmth of his beneficence in the blaze of 
the ine faggots Far n his little fire.“ 

By every artful kind of i "+ rats did the 
old gentleman itrive to obtain the wiſhed in- 

telligence, but Carlos's ingenuity evaded 
every 
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every poſſible diſcovery, and he left him to 
his own contemplation.” - 

Finding himſelf baffled and derided, he 

again ventured to the cabin, where he con- 
ſoled himſelf with ſmoaking a pipe, to the 

annoyance of ſeveral females, whoſe coughs 
and whiſper were little noticed by him, fe!f 

comfort being his only conſideration. 

A plump dame ſurrounded by three ſhuf- 
fling boys, complained loudly of the offenfive 

tobacco. Bobby will certainly be ſick, 
cried ſhe, hugging up a roſy cheeked chub, 

the expreſs image of herſelf, © you muſt either 
go a top of the deck, Sir, or I inſiſt the win- 

dow ſhall be open, for we ſhall be poiſoned 

and ſtifled alive, as bad thof we were ſtuffed in 

the black-hole at Calcoretta what d'ye callum 
place, I ſhall be a fine figure by the time I 
gets to Brighthampſted ; this is my laſt clean 
apron, and it looks rare and ſmudgey, beſide 
we ſhall ſmell like pole-cats; God bleſs Bob- 
by, he's ſick as death,” 

« If 
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ce If Bobby had ſtuffed leſs cold gooſe juſt 
now, his ſtomach would have been in a better 

ſtate to bear theſe wholeſome fumes, cried 

the old gentleman, © ſo a natural caſcade 
won't do him much harm, pop him upon 
deck he'll do very well.” 

«© Who aſked your advice, ſquire Nettle- 
top? returned ſhe, clawing up the boy on 

one hip and waddling out of the cabin.” 

“Lord Edwin and Roſalie were ſeated dn 
deck, praying for the hour that would diſ- 

cover the long expected ſhore, and free them 
from the diſguſting party they had avoided 

aſſociating with; the paſſage was tedious, the 

wind contrary, but in fix hours after they fafely 
landed at Brighton, where the old gentleman _ 
taking his ſeat in the diligence for London, 

unwillingly quitted the Signior without the 
leaſt clue of ever ſeeing him again. 

Lord Edwin was now obliged to leave his 

fair charge, after paſſing two days, and the 
N third 
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third morning Roſalie was to proceed to the 

caſtle. Lord Edwin had ordered a muſlin- 

jacket to be made for her on their arrival, 

and alſo a ſtraw hat, plainly ornamented with a 

violet ribbon; habited in this neat and ſimple 
dreſs confined by a ſaſh of the ſame colour 
with her hat, innumerable ringlets of the 

gloſſieſt hue ſhading her ſoft blue eyes, and the 
roſe of health blooming on her cheek, ſhe 

entered the room. 

Lord Edwin ſurveyed her with delight. 

* Enchanting girl, thought he, © how will 

my father fix his eyes on that ſweet angelic 
countenance, that graceful form, and ſoft be- 
witching ſmile, mingled with hope and fear, 
as the door opens to receive the humble trem- 
bling ſtranger, a thouſand adieu's trembled 

on each lip as the chaiſe drove off, and Lord 
Edwin, after watching the ſpeedy vehicle out 

of ſight, returned to his parlour with a de- 
jected eye and heavy heart till che packet 
failed in the evening, in which he took his 

ſolitary ſeat on his way to Paris, where he 
| amuſed 
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amuſed himſelf in writing, but as the lovely 
form of Roſalie, continually before his eyes, 
baniſhed every other idea, his rapturous pen 

involuntarily obeyed the dictates of his heart, 
and traced the following lines. 

ON ROSALIE: 

Pure are her virtues as th' unſully'd ſnows, 

Fraught with efferent love her boſom glows ;.. 

Celeſtial ſoftneſs beaming from her eye, 
- Spontaneous eloquence expands each figh: 

While balmy ſweetneſs from her lip diſtills, 

Her voice with melody harmonious thrills; - 

Softer than lyric ſtrains Apollo ſung, . 

Each heav'nly accent lingers on her tongue: 

When ſhe appears the roſe forgets to bloom, 

The lily droops nor ſheds its gay periume: 

And when the ſprightly dance ſhe blithly leads,-. - 

The choice of Paris in her favor pleads; 

Peace, happineſs, and lovs, before her bend, 

Viatwe's own offs11nz and the muſes friend. 

When 
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When heaven's harbinger ſhall claim his prize, 

And waft her pureſt ſoul to purer ſkies, 

Then ſhall recording annals trace her fame, 

And pity weep when mem'ry breathes her name, 
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CHAT. 

ONTAGUE had been ordered by the 
Marquis to appriſe him of their arrival 

at Brighton, which injunction being punctually 
obeyed, the family were anxiouſly awaiting 
the appointed hour—the morning had paſſed 
and the traveller not arrived. The Marquis 

ſtrolled with his daughters to a pavilion in the 
park, a beautiful edifice erected and orna- 
mented entirely to the taſte of the fair ſiſters: 
Its form was octagon, and the columns that 
ſupported it of curious marble, and a flight 
of ſteps with white and gold railing led to the 

Portico, the door of which was inlaid with 

pannels 
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pannels of looking-glaſs, reflecting the beau- 

tiful proſpect, and deluding the eye with an 
imaginary view through the pavilion, which 
produced a charming effect, The window 
opened in the Italian ſtile, lattices of green 

wire ſupported the cluſtering roſes that encir- 
cled one window, while around the oppoſite. 

one luxuriant paſſion-flowers correſponded 
their beautiful ſhade. 

The door opening diſcovered a ſpacious 
room, around whoſe ſides in various receſſes 
the muſes were beautifully repreſented; in one 

part an elegant piano forte, in another a noble 
library, while various capital drawings, the 

performance of Lady Adela, embelliſned the 
compartments: Before the chimney was 

raiſed a ſtage filled with exotics. The Virs 
ginia Philomel, ſuſpended at a third window 

over a bowl of gold fiſh; and at a fourth was 

fixed a camera- obſcura. The matting which 
covered the center of the floor was compoſed 
of coloured ftraw, wove to the fancy in various 

devices, and formed by the fair hands of the 
ladies, 

us 
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ladies, a charming ſpecimen of their taſte and 
abilities: Several pieces of embroidery, cloth, 
bead, fillagree, and various other curious per- 
formances were arranged in different fitua- 

tions, and the delighted Marquis had given 
it the appellation of the Pavilion of inge- 
nutty.” 

Boundleſs was the landſcape on either ſide, 
and from this delightful retreat Lady Adela's 
pencil traced the pictureſque beauties of na- 
ture; here they conſtantly: devoted ſeveral 
hours every morning, to indulge the wander- 

ings of fancy, while ſome new invention form- 
ed an admirable chef d'ouvre from the fer- 
tility of their imagination, which furniſhed 

them. a continual ſource of amuſement. 

Twas here the Marquis had taken a bock 
at one of the windows, while Lady Adela was 
adding the laſt tints to a beautiful landſcape, 

and Lady Louiſa practiſing a new Italian air, 
on her piano, when Montague opened the 

door of the pavilion and preſented Roſalie. 
The 
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The Marquis ftarted and the book drop- 

ped the ladies inſtantly roſe and conducted 

her to their father, where the lovely girl re- 

ſpectfully dropped on one knee, and ſuffuſed 

in bluſhes raiſed her fine eyes abſorbed in 

tears, as the Marquis preſſed her hand and 

bid her riſe. 

« My noble generous protector, cried the 

charming creature, © May the ill-fated girl 

your bounty has cheriſhed, reward, by 
her grateful affection, the duty ſhe owes her 
benefactor, long may ſhe ſhare the tender af- 
fection he has faithfully ſhewn her helpleſs 
infancy, facred to the memory of an honored 
parent once poſſeſſing his favor and eſteem,” 

The Marquis claſped her hand, « Grateful 

Rofalie,” replied he, © the memory of thy 

valued mother ſteals from me an avowal of 

equal affection for her lovely child, come 
then to my boſom and receive that bleſſing 
and protection no longer hers to beſtow, while 

her 
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her angelic form hovers over us, and guard; 
Tee pure and ſpotleſs as her fainted ſpirit.” 

«« But I muſt leave you, my children, for a 
ſhort interval, Roſalie St. Clair is ſo expreſsly 
the image of her lovely mother, that it recalls 
a thouſand painfully-pleaſing ideas to my me. 
mory : You never knew the amiable Lady 
Saint Clair, my ſweet girls, but as the friend 
of thy father receive with ſiſterly affection her 
hapleſs orphan, may you ever be united in 
an indiſſoluble band of love, and may happi- 
neſs continually wave her banner round you.” 

He then retired from the pavilion to his 

library, and ſummoned Montague, from 

whom he received the miniature carefully 

ſealed, which he inſtantly opened, and beheld 
indeed the moſt accurate reſemblance of his 
adored Lavinia; thrice he preſſed it to his 

lips, and then conſigned it to the inmoſt receis 
of his eſcrutore, encloſed in a packet of pa- 

pers, expreſſing every particular of the birth 

of Roſalie, with ſeveral letters from Lady 

Lavinia, 

6 
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Lavinia, theſe were carefully ſealed with the 

Marquis's arms, and directed for Roſalie.” 

At my deceaſe, Montague, ſaid he, 

cloſing the drawer, © Theſe papers will ex- 

plain the preſent myſtery, and my facred 

promiſe will remain unbroke, the faithful 

vow has never been revealed by the lip of 

Auguſtus, and the angel who records it on the 
page of futurity ſhall never ſtain it with a 
blot.” 

I think too I have totally prevented Ed- 
win ſeeing her, he may now traverſe Cha- 

mouny and not excite one fearin my boſom.” 

Montague trembled at the idea of inveſti- 

gation, but as the Marquis did not imaging 
he had met his ſon, the ſubject was not men- 

tioned, and Montague was diſmiſſed with 
orders to ſummon the ladies to tea, happy to 
have eſcaped advancing a falſhood, though 
had neceſſity compelled him, he muſt have 

ſubmitted to the action of duplicity, by con- 

cealing 
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cealing the fact, to preſerve Lord Edwin's 

happineſs. 

80 delighted were the charming ſiſters with 

their new companion, that the cottager of 
Chamouny, in their opinion, was metamor- 

phoſed to the goddeſs of innocence and hea- 

venly complaiſance; her ſoul was congenial 
to their own, and fortune ſeemed to have pre- 

ſented them the friend they had long ſought, 
Rofalie, charmed with the unexpected civility 

of her reception, was at a loſs to expreſs the 
fervent gratitude ſhe felt; their polite con- 
verſation, their encouraging ſmiles of appro- 

bation, gave her the moſt pleaſing hopes that 
her endeavours would enſure the friendſhip 

ſhe was ſo much indebted, and which it ſhould 

be her ſtudy to preſerve, and ſhe almoſt con- 

ceived it ungrateful to give one ſigh of regret 
to the memory of paſt happineſs in Cha- 
mouny, while benignity beamed in every 
countenance at the caſtle, and welcomed her 

with the unfeigned ſmile of ſincerity, 

Paſſing 
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Paſſing the green-houſe, Andrew, whoſe 

curioſity: was ever alive, was purpoſely re- 
freſhing his blooming parterre, and on their 

approach had gathered a beautiful roſe, from 
which his ruſty ſciſſars were clipping the 
thorns, © Would the lady do me the honor 

to accept a roſe?” aſked he, making a low 
bow, while his filver-threaded locks waved 

on his ſun-burnt cheek. 

« Gratefully, friend,” anſwered ſhe, placing 
it in her boſom. Andrew bowed as a fluſh 

of POR croſſed his cheek. 

<] ſubjoin this lily,” cried Lady Louiſa, 
gathering one that at the inſtant courted her 
hand, © Roſe et Lis,” added ſhe, © will for the 

future be my favorite ſelection, I ſhall place 
them on the left ſide my boſom, and I truſt 

they'll not fade. Lady Adela complimented 
the bon mot, and Roſalie's bluſh outvied the 

blooming preſent. 2 "TA 5 
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Returning to the houſe they were met in 
the hall by Mrs. Gertrude, Agnes, and Wil- 
ſon, the attendant of Lady Louiſa, to whom 

the news of Mademoiſelle's arrival had been 
announced by Montague, cautiouſly guarding 

all: poſſible tendency to diſcovery, of courſe 

then the cottage was not mentioned, he only 
knew her name to be Miſs St. Clair, and that 

he brought her from a recluſe family in Swit- 
zerland, that ſhe had a genteel fortune, and 
was the Marquis's ward: The very idea of a 

recluſe family inſtantly ſtruck the imperious 
Wilſon, who conceived the new inmate to be 

a perſon of no diſtinction, as ſhe boaſted nei- 
ther the title of your Grace, or my Lady, 

1 conſequently was received by her as an hum- 
ble intruder, for inſufferable was the hauteur 

of this fille de chambre. Each ſimpered and 
courtſied, as Roſalie paſſed, and each in re- 

turn met her grateful ſmile. 

No great things!” ſaid Le Brun, the 
Marquis's valet, ſignificantly ſhrugging his 

ſhoulders, and elevating his broad black eye- 
brows, 
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brow, as he careleſsly threw himſelf acroſs a 
chair, and treated himſelf with a pinch of ſnuff; 

« No hauteur I'll allow, but mightily devoid 
of the true je ne ſcais quoi, we people of fa-. 
ſhion are ſo noted for diſplaying in ſtile, what 

do you think ma petite Wilſon, I'll bet your 
black ſparklers againſt her inſipid blue beads 
ten to one.” , 

« Bleſs me, Le Brun,” (anſwered ſhe, 

ſtretching her leg acroſs the hearth to kick a 

little Italian dog, originally brought by Mon- 

tague from Chamouny) © Don't plague me 
about Mademoiſelle, for I deteſt Italians, a 

ſet of crafty toads, always ſqueaking and 
drawling, I hope it won't fall to my lot to at- 
tend her, if ſhe was any body of conſequence 

one would not mind, but as ſhe has been bred 

up among the mountains, mighty private it 
ſeems, I ſuppoſe ſhe'll be friſking up by ſun- 
rife, when I ſhall be juſt in my firſt ſlecp, 
egad if the does ſhe may huddle on her cloaths 
as ſhe can, I ſhan't attend her larum if it 

rings fifty times; Lord I ſhould not have pa- 
A | tience 
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tience not I, there's plague enough with this 
ſbam moon dog, we don't want any more 
out}. h creatures methinks.“ 

Gertrude now interfered to ſilence her ſcan- 
dalous loquacity, © Suſpend your opinion,” 

cried ſhe, at leaſt *till time convinces. you 
of the reality of your il|-natured ſuggeſtions, 

be lenient to the waſp 'till you feel its ſting, 
tis then time enough to retaliate the injury, 
but here is Andrew, now judge, by his opi- 
nion, “your tea is poured out and your mat- 
ted-chair ready placed for you Andrew,” ſaid 
ſhe. Oh, I don't want any,” replied he, 
ce have had a ſufficient feaſt upon ſuch a 
ſmile as my eyes never ſaw before, in return 

fora few ſimple roſes I preſented that angelic 

viſiter; powers of mercy, ſhe ſhamed all my 
roſes as ſhe paſſed, pleaſe heaven I'll be up 
early, for I heard her tell our ladies ſhe loved 

to hear the lark's morning ſong.” 

« Ah, deuce take it, I thought ſo,” cried 
Wilſon knitting her brows, and muttering 

in 

wa w © 
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in a low key, unheard by Andrew, «I ſup- 

poſe ſhe ſings morning hymns to the .“ 

Fes, yes,” continued Andrew, chatting 
over his cup, © I ſhall be up, and perhaps I 

ſhall have another ſmile. for my breakfaſt ; 

Montague fays her name is Miſs Roſe—ſome- 

thing, but as J don't underſtand the parley 
wooes, Le Brun will tell me how to pronounce 
* | e (0 on 

« Oh,” anſwered he, “its mighty pretty, 
quite in your ftile, old boy, it means- the 

charming compoſition of roſes and lilies, fo 
you muſt call her Mifs Roſalie. 

«Roſes and lilies,” reiterated Wilſon, fine 

ſtuff indeed, I wiſh Madam don't prove more 
like thorns and thiſtles.“ 

e I wiſh heartily,” anſwered Andrew, trot- 
ing out of the room, © that you had a thorn 
in your tongue, though 'tis ſharp enough al- 
ready, God knows, fo perhaps a thiſtle in your 

1 throat 
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throat might be a more uſeful ſilencer of 
your ſpite.” 

T hus ended the contgopenty, and Agnes 
agreed ſhe would officiate at Miſs Rofalie's 

| toilet to prevent any farther altercation. Ac- 
cordingly at the hour of retiring ſhe attended 

but the amiable ſtranger declined giving her 

any more trouble than unpacking her port- 
manteau, for which ſhe civilly preſented the 
obliging Agnes with a ſmall oſier work- baf⸗ 

ket; -her lamp was then lighted, her door 
faſtened, and Agnes retired to the houſe- 

keeper's room with her curious preſent, to 
the no ſmall ſurpriſe and vexation of Wilſon, 

who ſecretly determined to have one alſo the 
firſt opportunity, 

CHAP, 
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CHAP. XIII. 

13 dawn of day tinged with orient 
beam the windows of Roſalie's apart- 

ment, and as ſoon as the ſervants were ſtir- 

ing ſhe quitted her chamber, and deſcending 
the great ſtaircaſe tripped out to enjoy the 

breezes of the morn ; at the entrance of the 
ſhrubbery ſhe met Andrew, with his ſpade 
and water-pots, indefatigably purſuing the la- 
bours of the day, who, on her approach, let 

down the corner of his woollen apron to con- 

eeal his morning ſtockings. 
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« Pray friend is Montague up?” aſked the 
fair ſtroller. 

70 No, my lady,” anſwered he, but I will 

"cal hwun.”” 

— va © 5 - n "x 
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4 T — * — « Not for the world,“ faid Roſalie, ** let 

him enjoy his repoſe ; but as I did not know 
my way, I thought he might have conducted 
me over the grounds if he had been diſen- 
gaged: Pray is this the way to the green- 
houſe I paſſed laſt night, could you oblige me 
with a view of the plants?” 
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* T0 be fare. my lady,” anſwered the de- 
lighted gardener, © I'll juſt ſtep in for my 
coat, with your leave, for I am not fit to at- 
tend you in this morning jacket.” 

Oh don't trouble yourſelf to change it,” 
replied ; Roſalie, © I ſhall not remark the 
jacket while your civilty furniſhes me other 

_ amuſement ; tis the venerable habit of labour, 

friend,.never be aſhamed of it, while it bears 

h | the 
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the marks of diligent attention to your em- 

ployment, tis a badge of honor in my opi- 
nion, and a glory to the induſtrious wearer.” 

Highly pleaſed with this charming com- 

pliment, every ſyllable of which was trea- 

ſured in his memory, Andrew bowed and led 
the way, longing to. bleſs her for her good- 

neſs, yet not daring to utter a word, fearful of 

offending. 

Aſter conducting her to the green-houſe, 
exhibiting his ſtor e ofexotics, and explain- 

ing their ſeveral names and properties, he 
weoceaded to the moſt favorite eminences to 
explore the adjacent country. 

40 Sie we boaſt far more beautiful views 

in Switzerland,” faid Roſalie ſmiling, 

« Why, yes, Ma'am, fo I have heard my 
Lord the Marquis fay ; and our young maſter 

Lord Edwin, they ſay, is now gone over to 
enjoy them ; heaven preſerve him, a better 

H 5 gentleman. 
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gentleman never was born ; God help me, 1 
remember his chriſtening, and rare doings 

we had ; he was always a lovely child, and 

now he's a man every body adores him he's 
ſo charitable and condeſcending.” 

Andrew had jarred a tender ſtring, and it 
vibrated on the heart of Roſalie, who begged 
he would ſhew her the way to the pavilion, 

that ſhe might indulge an hour in reading, 
They then proceeded through the ſhrubbery, 
and Andrew opening the door, © hoped he 
ſhould not diſturb her by pruning part of the 
foliage that obſcured one of the windows, as 
company were coming through the grounds 
that morning. 

J muſt ſet theſe geraniums too out of the 
way,” continued he, for one of the ladies 
is very fond of a greyhound, who always fol- 
lows her horſe,. and ſuffers him to ramble 

over every thing in his way ; the laſt time he 
ſcampered over theſe geraniums like mad, 

and ſnapt the head of my fineſt auricula, ſo if 
I 
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don't take care we ſhall have a ſecond part 

of the ſame tune: My Lord too was not 
pleaſed, but Miſs Villars did not care, ſhe only 
whiſtled him off.” 

* Whiſtled!” replied Roſalie, aſtoniſhed 
at the idea. 

« Oh, yes, my Lady, ſhe can whiſtle vaſtly 
well, and rides a hunting with Lord Edwin's 
hounds, in a ſcarlet jacket and a jockey cap, 
and our huntſman, Robin, ſays, ſhe leaps a 
five-barred gate better than any woman in 

England; but my T2008 don't aſk her to ride 
when he can help it.” 

A ſecond bluſh ſuffuſcc the cheek of Ro- 
ſalie, not that ſhe dreaded the idea of a rival 
in a heart that had manifeſted its faithful un- 
intereſted attachment in every inſtance, nor 

would ſhe for the world have drawn from 
Andrew the ſlighteſt queſtion tending to cu- 
rioſity, though had ſhe been ſo diſpoſed ſhe 
could not have found a more intelligent being 
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for her ſubject, but her noble ſoul ſcorned 
ſuch mean artifice, and therefore telling An- 
drew ſhe would not detain him longer, he 
went merrily to work with his ſhears, while 

Roſalie opening the library, drew from thence 

by chance Thomſon's beautiful Poems; the 

book opened exactly on the ſtory of Lavinia, 
The charming tale excited a tear — it re- 

minded her of a far-diſtant and valued friend. 
Palemon's generoſity impreſſed the idea of 

Lord Edwin, and the character of Lavinia 

ſeemed nearly incident to her own: She ſhut 
the book, and raiſing her eyes perceived An- 

drew ſtedfaſtly gazing in apparent aſtoniſh- 

ment at the tear ſhe thought private and im- 

perceptibly ſhed, and a- ſigh eſcaped her, 
which was anſwered by an involuntary re- 

fponſive one from Andrew, as he deſcended 

the ladder with his ſhears. and baſket. 

Roſalie touched the guitar, but not know- 

ing its art hung it up again. A port folio 
of drawings lay open on the table, and ſhe 

ventured to peep at a few, when turning the 
| leaves, 
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jeaves, the wind being very briſk;wafted a ſmall 

vellum medallion into a thicket of woodbines. 
Terrified and fearful another breeze ſhould 
catch it, ſhe haſtened down the {ſteps to re- 

gain it, but what was her delight and ſur- 

priſe on beholding the moſt perfect reſem- 
blance of Lord Edwin, ſketched by the pen- 
cil of his faſter, © Ineſtimable treaſure!” cried; 

ſhe, © would I dared fteal thee, or that I could 

trace ſuch another, but that's impoſſible, 
yet would Lady Adela condeſcend to inſtruct 
me, I do think by conſtant practice I ſhould: 

ſoon be able to make an humble attempt, 

and if ſo, it ſhall be the firſt favor I ſolicit; 
however incapable I may be of attaining any 
degree of perfe&tion, I will at lead exert my 

beſt endeavours.“ Z 

Again ſhe examined every feature and then 

replaced it exactly in the ſame ſituation, when 

turning a few more leaves a profile drawing 
of Lady Louiſa prefented itſelf, and the dreſs 
being forewhat fimilar to her mother's mi- 
n reminded her of the Marquis's un- 

kindly 
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kindly depriving her of it, without ever aſſign- 
ing any reaſon to her. 

The hour of nine was now proclaimed by 
the clock from the chapel, an elegant edifice 
for the private uſe of the family, erected on 
an eminence in the park, terminating a grove 
of lofty elms, and forming a moſt pleaſing 
ſpectacle from the windows of the caſtle, and 

reminded her it was time to return to the 
breakfaſt parlour, where ſhe found the family 
juſt aſſembling: Roſalie bluſhing beautiful as 
the enchanting morning, courtſied and took 
her ſeat.” 

« If you enjoy the delightful breezes of 
the morning; I don't know why you ſhould 
ſteal the bloom of all our roſes, covetous 

girl,” faid-Lady Louiſa patting her check. 

cc Indeed ladies I am alone indebted to the 

fame diſpenſer of bloom that reared thoſe 
roſes, bountiful Providence, who tinted their 
leaves with beauty, fluſhed my cheek with 

health; 
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health; I have been up theſe two hours amu- 

ſing myſelf in the pavilion with ſome elegant 

poems, which ſo much intereſted my atten- 

tion I did not regard the hour 'till the chapel 

clock. warned me to return. 

c Are you fond of reading?” aſked Lady 

Louiſa. 

2 Extremely ſo,” replied Roſalie, and 

my guardian, M. Tourville, who delighted in 
ſtudy, uſed to furniſh me with numerous plea- 
ſant and inſtructive books, by which means 

I employed every leiſure hour in inſtructing 

myſelf and Madelon ; he alſo made me write 

frequently, corrected my errors, and aſſiſted 

my improvement, and every week I was 
obliged to tranſlate, by the help of my Dic- 
tionary and own genius ſome ſele& piece for 
his inſpection: Such was the ſyſtem of my 

education under the friendly auſpices of the 
moſt amiable of men, while my merit was 
conſtantly rewarded by ſome new and inte- 

refting 
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reſting book, and by this means I etifuired 
the ſole inſtruction I ever received, although. 

J ſeldom faw my friendly preceptor, every 
interval of his abſence was dedicated t to his 
parting injunction.“ 

Rofalie wiped away a tear of affection to 

his memory, and the Marquis forgot to drink 
his chocolate, while he liſtened with ſilent 

rapture to the ſentiments of his lovely pro- 
tegee. | 

MMiſs Villars will be here by two o'clock,” 
-faid Lady Adela, «and in the mean time we 

will employ our morning in the pavilion, 

where you ſhalt ſee my drawings and Louiſa's 
embroidery and tambour, and which ever you 

prefer we will with pleaſure inſtruct you in.“ 

Roſalie readily acknowledged her partiality 
tothe crayon, and alſo to obtain ſome inſtruc- 
tion on the guitar. J have a beautiful lute 
up ſtairs,” nad ſhe, the valued preſent of a 

friend at C hamouny.” 
„ 
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„Oh, fetch it by all means,” faid Lady 

Louiſa, it will have a charming effect in the 
pavilion, and you muſt indulge us.” 

They then repaired thither, and anxiouſly 
awaited the commencement of the dulcet 

melody from the lovely minſtrel. ——F ENT "A 
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could not learn, indeed ſhe had not time, 
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HAP. xiv. 

8 LY ſweet the plaintive ſtrain broke 
on the attentive ear, and ſhe played with 

exquiſite taſte a paſtoral air, whoſe beautiful 
ſimplicity delighted Lady Louiſa. 

4 Pray who taught you, Rofalie?” aſked 
ſhe, charmed with her taſte and execution. 

5e Lindor, the mountaineer,” replied Ro- 

falie, «the humble admirer of Madelon, con- 
ſequently ever eſteemed by me: Madelon 

but my fancy was ever ſo delighted and in- 

ſpired by muſic that I begged Lindor to be- 
come 
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come my inſtructor: Oh! how did T uſe to 

long for the hour of evening, that brought c our 
lively youth to the cottage.” 

« Giraldine then took her knitting to the 
little bench at the door, Madelon and I pur- 

ſued our ſpinning, Joſephine wound our cot- 

ton, while Reuben liſtened with a ſmile of 
ſatisfaction to each romantic note. Thus 
paſſed the hours in innocent amuſement till 

the riſing moon warned him to depart, and 

as it lighted him home ſilvered the pane of 

our little caſement, and guided us by its clear 
| and beautiful beam to our nen Th 

0 2 itt raltzeley 5 Send Lady 
Adela, «I am delighted with your deſcrip- 

tion.“ At that moment one of the windows 

became ſhaded, and 'Sir Henry tapped at it, 

mounted on Andrew's ſhort ladder, which 

ſtood invitingly fixed, had been forgot to be 
removed, and climbing up with the agility 
of a ſquirrel, he popped in his head, but ſee- 
ing Roſalie coming to remove a ſtand of 

flowers 
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flowers to facilitate his entrance, he drew 

back, begging pardon for his abrupt intru- 
ion, not expecting to mcet the eye of a ſtran- 
ger. 

Pray ſtep in, ſaid Lady Louiſa, Sir 

Henry's temerity ſeldom finds an obſtacle his 

ingenuity and addreſs cannot ſurmount, and as 

a fluent and eloquent apology would be no 
puniſnhment to him to repeat impromptu, do 
not let us be deprived of ion thoſe condi- 

tions we pardon, therefore make an elegant 

Sir Henry obeyed. ] truſt,” ſaid he, 
« Lady Louiſa will not deem it an impro- 
priety to follow a good example, and as ladies 

now-a-days ſhew their dexterity in leaping 
out of windows, it is but proper gentlemen 
ſhould keep them in countenance, by evinc- 
ing their agility in climbing in; do not then 
blame a ſelf-raiſed action, charming fair; 

Mus Villers and her beaus are juſt behind, 
and 
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and prabably they may be inclined to try the 

ſame method by way of novel exerciſe.” 

« How ridiculous!” ſaid Lady Louiſa, 
| turning half angrily away. 

At that moment a loud peal of laughter 
burſt from the ſhrubbery, and Miſs Villars, 

her brother, Colonel Ardvine, and Lord 

Carlton, aſcended to the pavilion ; Miſs Vil- 
lars took her ſeat on the ſteps, declaring ſhe 

was tired to death, and too hot to be ſtived 

up in a cloſe room, © So let me alone, Ard- 

vine, you tireſome toad,” continued ſhe, 

ſtretching out her legs three parts diſplayed, 
«© Do unlace my boot, I have hurt my ancle, 

and the confinement makes it painful.“ 

Shocked at her W Roſalie * 
offered her aſſiſtance. 

ce No, thank you, anſwered the Amazon, 

with her arms croſſed and her foot extended 

to the Colonel, « Ardvine is a very uſeful 
| animal 
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animal on ſuch occaſions, I will not trouble 
97 you. 

Then leering at Lord Carlton in a half 
whiſper, I preſume this bluſhing Miſs is the 
Marquis's ward I lately heard of, quite a 

compoſition of inſipidity methinks, good eyes 

enough too, but not the leaſt tincture of vi- 

vacity about them, merely as if God had 
placed them in her head only to look with, 
not to expreſs the paſſions of the ſoul, moves 

like clock-work, or as if the poor thing was 

afraid of damaging a baſket of eggs every 
time ſhe ſteps or turns round. 

This ſpeech, finiſhed 1 by a toniſh ſtare of 
impudence, accompanied with a rude loud 
laugh, much irritated Lord Carlton. f 

« Upon my word,” replied he, © you are 

very ſevere, Miſs Villars, and in my opinion 

where tis quite needleſs, I have heard much 
of Miſs St. Clair's beauty and ſenſibility, and 

I confeſs I think the deſcription of the former bs 
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by no means partial, nor do I conceive I 
ſhall be much diſappointed in the latter, at 
leaſt from appearances, however I ſhall draw 
no harſh concluſions, nor ſuffer myſelf to be 

biaſſed by ſo tranſient a view, my motto is 
c [enity,” and I always cautiouſly avoid cen- 

fure, leaſt J incur the character of a malicious 

ſcandalizer; and were I a female, the idea of 

envy might alſo be attached; for, alas! that 

is become ſo glaring and predominant a paſ- 
ſion with them, that it moulds every virtue 

to its own jaundiced impreſſion ; for, like a 
nettle planted by a roſe, you cannot attempt 

to admire or touch its innocent beauty but 

you feel the ſting of its malicious and envious 
competitor, who, conſcious of its inattractive 
powers, waves 1ts poiſon to contaminate the 
harmleſs bloſſom, and undermines its tender 
leaves where leaſt ſuſpected; if ſuch a weed 

rankles in the boſom of Roſalie St. Clair, 

Ethelbert Carlton will endeavour to eradicate 

its pernicious root. Miſs Villers may ap- 

plaud or condemn his morality, but a mo- 
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ments reflection will convince her the lec- 
ture, however unpleaſing, is founded on truth, 

and I truſt her candour and good ſenſe will 

coincide to clear him from the imputation of 
prejudice or rigidity to the errors of levity.“ 

This fervently addreſſed ſpeech by no means 
pleaſed his auditor. I think,” cried ſhe, 
c Carlton would write a mighty good ſermon, 

and if he will make an attempt to preach it 
alſo, I will condeſcend to nod ſome ſunday 
afternoon in an oppoſite pew, for the ſake of 
a moralizing dream.” 

Lord Carlton diſguſted with her inſolent 
retort walked away, and took his ſeat by Lady 

Adela, and Miſs Villars finding herſelf aban- 

doned by the beaus, ſoon after entered the 

pavilion, with a boot in one hand and her 

hat in the other, and without regarding the 

preſence of any one, ran up to the glaſs to ad- 

mire her blowzy appearance, while the offi- 
cious Colonel, a finiſhed petit maitre, follow- 
PE z ed 
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ed cloſe behind. © Your charming treſſes 

ſont derange, ma dẽeſſe, cried he. 

« Well then, plat them up again,” replied 
ſhe, „I believe I ſhall be cropped for New- 

market, it will be fo convenient to hunt too 

with Lord Edwin. Ah! a-propos, when does 
he return?” | 

« Very ſhortly,” anſwered Lady Adela, 
«but he means to ſell his fine hunter, for the 

laſt chace was fo, infringed on by the farmers, 
whom Edwin did not like to reprove, that it 

rendered it diſagreeable, and as he is not very 
partial to that cruel diverſion, he was eaſily 
prevailed on to give it up.” 

A ſecond glance at the mirror diſcovered 
a fault in the adjuſtment of her neckcloth and 

off it came, folded in an enormous ſtuffing 
and two extra handkerchiefs. Thus far un- 
dreſſed, it was neceſſary to inquire if the 
lady wiſhed to make any other alteration, 
while the charming ſiſters, reddening with 

YOL, I. 1 confuſion, 
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confuſion, begged ſhe would retire to their 
dreſſing- room, where Agnes ſhould attend 

her; but, loſt to every impulſe of delicacy, 
and a perfect adept of aſſurance, ſhe undaunt- 

edly replied, © ſhe ſhould ſoon finiſh.” Her 
dreſs being ſoon after adjuſted, Lady Louiſa 
propoſed a walk, and paraſoles being pro- 
vided, and ſupported by the gentlemen, 

Lady Louifa took the arm of Sir Henry, 

while- Rofalie, diſguſted and terrified, ſhrunk 
back to the ſide of Lord Carlton, who paſs- 
ing his arm through hers on one ſide, and 

Lady Adela's on the other, ſtrolled to a dif- 

ferent part, and left Miſs Villars leaning on 
the ſhoulder of Colonel Ardvine. 

They ſoon after adjourned to the ſtable 
to give their opinion of a fine horſe lately 

purchaſed, in whoſe commendation Miſs Vil- 

lars was very eloquent, to the no ſmall amuſe- 

ment of the grooms, to whom ſhe made ſe- 

veral obſervations: They then returned to 
the houſe to take chocolate, and departed, 

earneſtly entreating the ladies to favor her 
; with 
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with their company at the villa, but cauti- 

ouſly avoided inviting Roſalie, whom ſhe 

treated with the very effence of hauteur, and 
making her only a flight inchnation of her 
head en- paſſant, mounted her horſe and ſet 
off in full trot for a wager with the Colonel. 

Many and various were the opinions con- 
cerning Miſs Villars: — To the men ſhe was 

a general object of deriſion—to the women 

a diſguſting Amazonian: Yet, even while 

they viewed her conduct, carried to a pitch of 
abſurdity, their lenient boſoms could not help 

pitying her errors. Levity in the extreme, 
tempered by a degree of impetuoſity and ill 

nature, was her perfect character, yet though 

her behaviour warranted every freedom, her 
virtue caught the moſt tranſient alarm, 

Poſſeſſed of a fine fortune and the only 

daughter of a noble family, every one bowed 

to the dictates of Georgina, and thus trained 

up in the practice of ſelf-will, could it be 

I 2 wonde ed 
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wondered ſhe now reigned the haughty tyrant 

of uncontrouled power. 

The fair ſiſters beheld her with diſguſt; 

ſhe was by no means a pleaſing aſſociate, 
whoſe aſpiring virtues could direct or emu- 

late their own, yet as Mr. Villars, her father, 
was a man of general acquaintance and re- 

ſpectability, and frequently viſited at the caſ- 

tle from buſineſs or pleaſure, it was neceſſary 
to be diſtantly polite to his daughter, who 

occaſionally intruded, but ſeldom had her 
viſits returned; yet to the ladies ſne always 

. behaved as polite and friendly as her irritable 
temper would permit. 

CHAP. 
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CHAP. XIV. 

. FEW days elapſed when a letter from 
Lord Edwin announced his intended 

arrival at the caſtle in three or four days. The 

Marquis inſtantly planned a ſcheme of ſend- 
ing Roſalie to the abbey, where the Dow- 
ager Lady Mentoria had retired about three 
weeks ſince: He wiſhed not to ſend his 

daughters, as Edwin might probably be in- 
clined to pay them a viſit, yet to ſuffer her 
to travel ſixty miles alone would be impro- 
per, and as it was not in his power to accom- 

pany her without a degree of ſuſpicion ariſing, 
| he determined Montague ſhould convey 

I 3 | her ; 
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her; and leaſt his daughters ſhould embarraſs 

him by inquiring the reaſon of her haſty de- 

parture, he reſolved to give them a ſlight 

intimation of his ſuſpicions, by telling them, 
he begged they would never encourage Ed- 

win in any ſuch ideas of Roſalie, on pain of 
his eternal difpleaſure ; this they faithfully 

promiſed, and haſtened to the chamber of 
Roſalie, informing her, ſome friends were ex- 

pected at the Caſtle in a day or two, for whoſe 
| accommodation her apartment would be 
j wanted, and it was the Marquis's with ſhe 

| ſhould go on a viſit to the Abbey during 

their ſtay; for ſame private reaſons they could 
not aſſign. | 

| 

1 
, 

{ 
f 
4 

e When our viſiters are gone,” {aid Lady 
Adela, „We will come and partake your ſo- 
ciety at Thornley, where our good aunt will 
make you an excellent companion, her ſpa- 

cious library will ferve to amuſe you, and 

yourlate will ſound ſweetly, and delight Lady 
\Mentoria in her ſequeſtered ſhades, while 
various other amuſements will charm the 

| fleeting 
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fleeting hours and not leave you a languid 
moment.“ 

Roſalie bowed obedience with a heart far 
more inclined to undertake her journey than 
they ſuſpected, and in the evening ſtepping 
into the Marquis's poſt chariot and four, ſhe 
ſet off blithe and happy, waving her hand in 

reſpectful adieus as the carriage drove down 
the avenue, and the Marquis felt a degree of 
pleaſure tempered by the hope of ſecurity as he 
watched the carriage out of ſight. 

The evening of the ſecond day ſhewed 

her the turrets of the Abbey peeping through 

the ivy that encircled their baſis, and the 

thick and gloomy-ſhading plantations that 
emboſomed the gothic pile ; the lambent fires 
of day darted a burniſhed gleam on the high 

arched windows, and eve's laſt roſy tints were 
juſt expiring, while ruby ſhadows in fantaſtic 
forms played in the empurpled weſt, and the 
wild poet of the glade joined her ſoft dulcet 
note to animate the paſſing woodman's rural 

* ſong, 
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ſong, who, homeward trudging to his little 
cottage, in the neighbouring hamlet, diſplaced 

the comfortable pipe to chant his ruſtic bal- 
lad, and moved his tattered hat in token of 

civility to the lovely ſtranger, : 

The element was ſerenely beautiful, innu- 

merable fleecy clouds, tinged with ſoft golden 

fluid, in fantaſtic forms floated on the azured 

canopy, and in the wide expanſe of æther 
the moon's tranſparent filver-ſeeming maſk 

peeped forth its myſtic and refulgent form. 

At length the chaiſe ſtopped at the antique 
porch ; ponderous arches ſupported the maſly 

fabric, and from the ivy-twined pillars deep 

ſecreted the little cheerful robin peeped his 
head, and hailed the ſtranger with a welcome 

ſong. The maſly hinges hoſpitably opened, 
and received the timid gueſt. 

Montague conducted her through a ſpa- 
cious hall of black marble, while on the an- 

cient carved pannels innumerable warlike 
trophies 
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trophies were ſuſpended, the memorials of at 
leaſt two centuries; the folemn gloom and 
the ſound of her own feet echoing up the 

great ſtaircaſe made her ſhudder, and ſhe 
cloſely followed Montague, not daring to turn 

her head, paſſing through a long range of 
gallery, and pceping into ſeveral large apart- 

ments, Montague opened an enormous door 
and Roſalie ſtarted. 

On a high chair of crimſon, velvet curi- 

ouſly cut, fat Lady Mentoria; a diminutive 
figure about ſeventy-ſix ; habited in a rich 

brown tabby facque and treble ruffles with a 

ſhort black lace apron and hood; ſhe aroſe and 
politely ſaluted her fair gueſt, who preſented 
a letter from the Marquis, which the Dow- 
aver read with attention, often glancing a 
look at Roſalie, who was ſurveying with aſto- 

niſhment the ponderous window frames and 
dark wainſcot, againſt whoſe chequered pan- 

nel ſeveral family portraits in lumbering 
frames ſtared their gruff countenances, and 
chilled her beating heart. 

Mercy 
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« Mercy on me,” thought ſhe, I wiſh ! 

was in my native cottage, or ſafe out of this 
place, I have often heard of haunted caſtles 

and towers, and this gloomy Abbey brings it 

ſtrongly to my remembrance.” 

e Lady Mentoria finiſhed the letter and 
entering into the moſt pleaſing and intereſt- 

ing converſation, totally diflipated every dit- 
like from the boſom of her fair viſiter; in 

ſhort it was hard to ſay which was moſt 
pleaſed with their companion, for Lady Men- 
toria ſubjoined the moſt amiable diſpoſition to 
the many virtues ſhe poſſeſſed, and never for- 
got the ſunſhine of eighteen could cheer the 

chill winter of ſeventy, tempered with the 

genial contraſt of acquieſcent politeneſs and 
good- nature retaliated from youth to age; 
tenderly beloved by all who knew her, and 

reſpected by every claſs of ſociety, ſhe had 
bent the youthful minds of her nieces to the 

perfect model of her own eſtimable character. 

The 
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The hour of retiring drew nigh, and Lady 
Mentoria, with the alacrity of youth, tripped 

along the gallery, and led Roſalie to her 

apartment, where wiſhing her refreſhing ſlum- 
bers ſhe withdrew. 

Rofalie left alone began to examine every 
part of her ſpacious chamber; the ceiling 
was vaulted, and groteſque characters repre- 
ſented on its damp- diſcoloured ſurface exhibit- 
ed the moſt hideous and non- deſcript crea- 
tures: The windows were extremely high and 

arched in the old faſhioned cathedral ſtile, 

darkened at top with ſeveral panes of ſtained 
glaſs, one only opened low enough to obtain 
a view of the garden; ſhe drew up the dark 

green damaſk curtain that ſhaded it, and 
threw up the ſaſh to take a ſurvey of what 
the trembling moonlight's palid beam would 

ermit her to diſcover through the thick 

branches of ſhading trees, that appeared to 
bound a portion of park, or lawn; all was 
ſilent but the hoarſe voice of a Newfoundland 
dog, from the porter's lodge, that growled 

occaſionally ;, 
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| _ eceMonally ; He now drew down the hcavy 

und began to undreſs. | 

On the oppoſite ſide of the oom ſtood l 
a Fioh antique bed, whoſe fringed canopy 1 

Haipended from the ceiling by tarniſhed brac- a 
kets; the hangings of the room were faded 6 

tapeſtry, repreſenting the famous liege of f 
Troy, but as Roſalie was totally unacquaint- . 
ed with the heathen mythology, ſhe was ig- 
norant of what it was. 

C 

Her wax taper now burnt dim and in- | 

creaſed the gloor.., r acart beat quick and 1 
irregular, and ſhe w ould have given the world f 

for a companiop: Something at that moment 0 
tapped at the window, and the terrified Ro- b 

ſalie remained zmmoveable, with her eyes L 

| earneſtly fxed*on the curtain, to obſerve its IM ” 

movement, but all being ſtill ſhe muſtered b 

reſolution to approach it, and lifting the can- l 
dle as high as ſhe could raiſe it at arms 7 
length, the ſudden light diſturbed the in- 

| Ret 1 in the form of a large bat, which flut- 

tered 
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tet down on the floor: This was ſome 

relief to her terror, and ſhe compaſſionately 

gave him his liberty, and once more com- 

poſed herſelf, and undreſſed ; but, alas! croſs- 
7 ing the room to extinguiſh the candle ſome- 

: thing twitched the top of her hand, and with 
] an involuntary ſhriek, ſhe fell on the ground, 
K and the wax taper being in her hand was 

ſmothered and left her in total darkneſs. 

Her ſhriek ſoon echoed to Lady Mentoria's 

chamber, and the Dowager not being as yet in 
I bed, though ſhe had diſmiſſed her attendant, 

d flipped on a long robe de chambre and ha- 

d ſtened to inquire the cauſe, and opening the 

1 door, all in white, with a ſmall lamp in her 

bs hand, her groteſque head dreſs, had proba- 

_ bly increaſed thexerror of Roſalie, had ſhe 

ts not fallen on her face with both hands over 
her eyes, till the voice of Lady Mentoria 
rouſed her ſtupor, to whom ſhe related her 

fright, begging a thouſand pardons for the 
trouble ſhe had occaſioned. Lady Mentoria 
imiling, tenderly ſoothed her agitation, Make 

yourſelf 
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yourſelf happy, little timorous girl,“ ſaid ſhe, 

« Hervey ſhall ſleep with you; however, let 
me convince you, the imaginary ſpectre that 
touched you was no other than the bell-taſſel, 

which depends from the center of the ceiling, 

and which you probably did not obſerve, or 
fuppoſe yourſelf within its reach, therefore 
reſt aſſured there are no ghoſts haunt this 
Abbey that have not four legs at leaſt, and 
ſhould they moleſt you, your good ſenſe and 

innocence will protect you *tilt we can trace 
the tremendous intruders.” 

Poor Roſalie, abaſhed and angry at het 

weakneſs and expoſition, entreated Lady 
Mentoria to retire, ſaying ſhe was perfectly 
convinced of her folly, and would not trou- 
ble Mrs. Hervey to change her bed. 

With this perfe& aſſurance of courage the 
old Lady retired, and Rofalie jumped into 
bed to reflect on her ridiculous timidity, 

which ſhe determined to conquer, and com- 

miting herſelf to the protection of the guardi- 
an 
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an angels, who hover around the pillow of 

| innocence, ſhe reclined in the ſweeteſt ſlum- 

ber, 'till a robin, perched on a branch that 

| ſhaded her window, waked her with his morn- 
ing oraiſon. 

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME, 
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